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2002COMMENT

Cannes 2002 celebrates it’s 55th Anniversary and the sea of
change is turning the tide on many of the established norms that
have been both the success and the failure of the Festival,

particularly over the last 10 years. It is apparent that the new Artistic
committee, whilst under the experienced and helpful guidance of Gilles
Jacob, are flexing their muscles working hard to stamp their artistic
vision of how the Festival both sees itself and as the Organization
behind this spectacular event. in changed geopolitical, social and
economical times. It is refreshing to note that in their press release they
make mention of the fact that there are a growing number of small
budget films, which resulted in the increased number of films viewed.
For the truly independent filmmaker this is of importance, Why? Our
world not only in the film industry but also in other every-day fields is
primarily made up of ‘Independents’ people prepared to take risks while
realizing their dreams, be it a film, an invention, or simply owning the
corner shop. 

The ideals of Festivals such as the Cannes Film Festival, the
most prestigious of them all is to provide the ‘showcase’ to
recognize, encourage and foster the great creativity that can

only stem from an ‘independent mind’.  Independent “Free from the
influences of others.” When we examine that statement, its meaning
goes much deeper and broader than just the meaning relating to “the
human emotion” and meaning. It is crucial that the Festival, the
media and countries such as Saudi Arabia, Israel, America and
France are determined, to live by the impact of those words.  Where
does the geopolitical influence come to bear when writing in the
context of the Cannes Film Festival? Are we attending a film Festival
or a political gathering?  We are at both. Why? Very simple, the
Cannes Film Festival, in order to administer the awesome duty they
place upon themselves by the establishment of the Cannes
International Film Festival, must always and constantly question
every decision to insure that its impartiality in choice of film meets
the rigors of any test.  For its 55th celebration, this independent
believes it has surely met the test, its selection is broad, diverse and
eclectic.
It’s not just a question of who the PRESIDENT is in any of the
contexts, be it geopolitical or in our ‘confined field of film’ The
‘countries’ mentioned above, (when I speak of ‘countries’ or ‘country’
in the context of this article it is both geographical and as a person in
the various context) must practice, the simple ethos of ‘independence’.
We must work together to ensure that our voices are felt, in every
decision we make every day of our lives. I applaud the Festival for
including - for the first time - ‘the countries’ of Syria, Palestine,
Lebanon, Mauritius, and Tajikistan.  These films makers have a story
to tell in their ‘independent way’.  ‘Other countries’ have the ability via
the resource of the Cannes Film Festival to allow ‘other independents’
to understand a people and culture, of which we are ignorant. This is
the beauty of film; this is the essence of ‘independents’, this is the core
of the Cannes International Film Festival.

The mantle of ‘independence’ covers the gamut of the world from
Festival to Nations. In our world today, economical factors are making
‘countries’ become more nationalistic and yet, as time goes on, a
realization that today’s world is a multicultural,
multidominationaltinal, interdependent economic world. The key is
economic. Saudi Arabia needs to sell its oil; Israel has the right to
protect its people.  America “the land of the Free” has taken upon itself
to absorb the mantle of negotiator, France has seen a rise in anti-
Semitism, that we ‘the individual countries must work together quickly
and with resolve to halt, this one of the most abhorrent of a ‘countries
nature’. 

Any ‘independent country’ reading this article can see quite
clearly the ‘link’ that binds us together; as we celebrate the
‘independents’ in film, and the ‘independence’ we all as

‘countries’ must observe, if we are to exist in a world where we
understand and accept the rights of ‘countries’. To preserve and protect
their own individual cultures and societies, but always remember that
the ‘creativity of independence’, lives and breaths in us all and that, it
behooves every ‘country’ to fight for that ‘independence’, always in the
knowledge that, shared ‘creativity’ is the Holy Grail for us all.
As an independent country, with my independent dream (The Business
of Film), with impartiality we all look to Saudi Arabia to continue to find
the courage of its convictions.  In a constantly changing and evolving
world to stand firm on its deep felt beliefs, that must, with all due
economic considerations, propel it into the 21st century and the
dynamics of the deep interdependence of worldwide economical factors. 

We all look to Israel, to stand firm on its beliefs, of
independence and protection of its people.  Every
‘Independent country” knows that the world media has been,

to the shame of ‘independent countries’, less than fair in their reporting
of the situation of all communities in Middle East and the current
situation the region finds itself in.  Every ‘Independent country’ knows
that the forces at play worldwide economically, and politically, is the
reason for the abysmal and derelict failure of ‘the media particularly
CNN, to think ‘independent’, either as a ‘independent country’ or an
organization. We all look to France to act swiftly and with vigor and
courage of conviction to crush the rise of anti -semitism that has reared
its ugly ugly unacceptable head, these past weeks, in this great and
beautiful country, which hosts The Cannes International Film Festival.
The power of film (in all its formats) in our society today has the
greatest reach and influence of any media.  It entertains and educates.
My congratulations to the artistic committee to continue to push the
envelope of ‘independents’ and ‘independence’, sometimes at the
expense of the economical factor, but within each ‘independent
country”, there the responsibility lies.
The vast machinery needed to administer and showcase this great event
cost money, and I strongly hope and want to believe that within this
scope, ‘independence’ of each ‘independent country’ will always be
truly preserved, be it to the ridicule of ‘other countries’.

The Continuing Need For Both Independents And
Independence – And Crucially The Requirement To

Think Outside Of The Box Of Society That Constantly
Seeks To Eliminate Independents Of Any Kind.

[CANNES]
Elspeth Tavares
Publisher & Editor in Chief 
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The Festival Grants Committee of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences will no longer pre-
screen the festivals it invites to
participate in the program. “If a
U.S. festival was five years old in
2001, it will be eligible to submit an
application this year for a grant
from the Academy’s Film Festival
Fund,” Committee Chair Gale Anne
Hurd said. “The grants will be made
for festival programming during
2003.”
The Festival Grants Program
established by the Academy in 1999
to date has made grants to 38 film
festivals. “For the first four sets of
grants, we invited certain festivals to
apply,” said Program Coordinator
Greg Beal. “That was partly to
protect the new program from being

inundated with applications. But the
program has matured, and the
committee feels that if a significant
increase in applications occurs, it can
be handled by the review system we
have in place.”
Festivals can ask for grants to be
used for the sponsorship of a
particular element of the festival. The
Academy remains especially
interested in supporting programs
that make festival events more
accessible to the general public and
those that bring the public into
contact with films and filmmakers,
Beal said. Applications for grants can
be made from May 15 to July 1.
To access more information
concerning the grants go to
www.oscars.org/edu_pres/grants/fil
m_index.html.

Academy Opens up 
Entry Process For

Film Festival Funding

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2002
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Cambodian Film
Memorabilia

Donated To Academy
The King of Cambodia, Norodom
Sihanouk, has donated a collection
of Cambodian film memorabilia to
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences’ Margaret Herrick
Library and Academy Film Archive.
Former Argentine Ambassador to
France and Beverly Hills
businessman Fernando Gelbard and
Scott Rosenberg, a Bangkok-based
businessman and journalist who
covers the Southeast Asian film
industry, donated the items with
permission from the king.
“The films of King Sihanouk focus
on the country of Cambodia by
showcasing its history, people and
culture,” said Library Director Linda
Mehr. “It’s a wonderful service to
the film industry and to the country
of Cambodia that we are able to
preserve this piece of their history
through film.”
The materials include videos,
screenplays, photographs and

music from films such as “Adieu
Mon Amour,” “An Ambition
Reduced to Ashes” and “Fatalité,”
all produced and or directed by
King Sihanouk.
“Since King Sihanouk’s ascension to
the throne in 1941, he has been the
greatest promoter of Cambodian
arts,” said Cambodian Ambassador
to the United States Roland Eng.
“The Cambodian people are thankful
to the Academy’s prestigious
Margaret Herrick Library and the
Academy Film Archive for
preserving a place, in perpetuity, for
this slice of Khmer film history and
culture.”
Among other items donated are
personal letters and correspondence
from King Sihanouk to Gelbard and
Rosenberg, who have both been
honored by King Sihanouk for their
service in promotion of the arts and
culture of the Kingdom of
Cambodia.
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Thirty-eight college and
community film programs across
the United States are set to receive
financial grants totaling $400,000
from the Academy Foundation, the
educational and cultural arm of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. The Academy’s
Grants committee, chaired by actor
branch member Janet MacLachlan,
selected programs that focus on
bringing together students and
professional filmmakers. The
grants allocated for 2002-2003
include:
For internship programs, $15,000
each to the California Institute of
the Arts, Valencia, California;
Columbia University School of the
Arts, New York; the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill; the
University of Southern California
School of Cinema Television and
Yale University Film Studies
Program. 
$10,000 to the Loyola Marymount
University School of Film and
Television.
American Film Institute, directing
workshop for women, $25,000.
Film Aid International (New
York), screening program in a
Kakuma, Kenya, refugee camp,
$15,000.

Inner City Filmmakers (Los
Angeles), filmmaking workshop,
$15,000.
Friedman Occupational Center
(Los Angeles), animation
workshop, $12,880.
College of Santa Fe (New
Mexico), summer girls film
school, $12,000.
Western States Black Research
Center (Los Angeles),
preservation of film materials,
$12,000.
American Indian Film Institute
(San Francisco), tribal touring
program, $10,000.
Henry Mancini Institute (Culver
City, California), week-long film
music segment within a summer
musical training program,
$10,000.
Independent Feature Project -
Midwest (Chicago), mentoring
program directed at
underprivileged youth and young
adults, $10,000.
Kids ‘N Film (Austin, Texas),
seminars, workshops, cyberchats
and screening opportunities for
students, $10,000.
Squaw Valley Community of
Writers (California), student
scholarships for Screen writing
workshop, $10,000.

Academy Foundation
$400,000 Grants

Hong Kong’s T.C. Wang, CEO of
Salon Films and Honorary
Chairman of the Chinese Film
Foundation, returned to the USC
School of Cinema-Television in late
April to create an internship in his
name.  This internship is created to
enable Chinese students from
around the world or American
students who demonstrate a
particular interest in Asian matters
relating to film the ability to intern
at USC.  
Wang visited classes at the USC
cinema department half a century
ago. Since that time, he has been
involved in the production of scores
of films and TV shows, including
The World of Suzie Wong, Deer
Hunter, Rambo, Revenge of the Pink
Panther, Platoon, Crouching Tiger
and Rush Hour 2, along with
Shogun, Hawaii 5-0, Love Boat, I
Spy and Noble House.
“We are honored that Mr. Wang has

bestowed this very generous gift
upon us,” says Elizabeth Daley, the
dean of the USC School of Cinema-
Television. “There is no question that
filmmaking is most impactful when
it bridges the gap between people and
different cultures. This internship
creates the opportunity for students
to achieve that end.”
For over 70 years, the School of
Cinema-Television has provided
the motion picture industry with
rising talent. Since 1965, not a year
has passed in which a graduate of the
School has not been honored with an
Academy Award nomination. The
School’s six-degree programs train
graduate and undergraduate students
in all areas of cinema-television
study, from hands-on production to
academic analysis.  T.C. Wang’s
Salon Films has a global reputation
for providing the full range of
production services in Hong Kong
and throughout Asia.

TC Wang Bestows Gift
To Create Internship
At USC In California

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2002
The Circle, 
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar during
each of the years listed, the value of the currency on from 31 March 2002 - 30 April 2002 and the percentage change in
rate since The Business of Film update on 1 April 2001. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

1982
1990
2001
6 Feb 2002
1 April 2002

31 Mar 2002

30 Apr 2002

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
7,082
6,942

7,013

6,861

-2.17%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,335,750
1,334,600

1,325,350

1,294,050

-2.48%

9,920
12,090
18,310
19,679
15,645

18,749
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-0.95%
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Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

31 Mar 2002

30 Apr 2002

% Update

132,695

129,405

-2.48%

43,520

43,255

-0.61%

48,780
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0.31%
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Thai
Baht

Indian
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-3.17%
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-3.67%
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-1.25%
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Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Dec.(2001) - Mar/Apr(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our
subscribers.  On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will
continue to track the European currencies until they expire. Next
issue we will be introducing more currencies based on what our
readership has told us it needs.

Entire contents copyright © 2002 Elspeth Tavares. All Rights Reserved.
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Clint Eastwood has signed on to
direct one film for The Blues, a
seven-part documentary series from
Executive Producer Martin Scorsese,
which will air on PBS in 2003 it was
announced by Clear Blue Sky
Productions and Road Movies.
Eastwood’s film will explore his life-
long passion for the piano blues, and
examine living legends such as Ray
Charles, Fats Domino, Little Richard,
and Dr. John.  The series currently in
production is produced by Bruce
Ricker and written by Peter
Guralnick.
Clint Eastwood commented “The
blues has always been part of my
musical life and the piano has a

special place, beginning when my
mother brought home all of Fats
Wallers’ records. Also, music has
always played a part in my movies. A
piano blues documentary gives me a
chance to make a film that is more
directly connected to the subject of
music than the features that I have
been doing throughout my career.”
The Blues conceptualized by Martin
Scorsese, is a seven-part series of
personal impressionistic films
viewed through the lens of seven
world-famous directors with a
passion for the music. Charles
Burnett, Clint Eastwood, Mike
Figgis, Marc Levin, Richard Pearce,
Martin Scorsese and Wim Wenders
will capture the essence of the blues
and delve into its global influence.
Scorsese, Jody Patton of Clear Blue
Sky Productions and Ulrich Felsberg
of Road Movies will co-executive
produce the series; Alex Gibney is on
board as the series producer, and
Margaret Bodde the producer.
“We’re thrilled that Clint Eastwood is
directing a film for the series. His
knowledge and appreciation for blues
and jazz are legendary. As a
musician, he brings a unique insight,”
says Scorsese, adding, “I’m sure his
film will be extraordinary.”
In conjunction with The Blues the
creation of a new not-for-profit
foundation, which will work to raise

funds for existing organizations
dedicated to music preservation and
education, was announced. The
Blues begins with the journey from
Africa to the Mississippi Delta --
where the music grew from field
hollers, work songs and church
choirs -- follows it up the Mississippi
to the juke joints, house parties and
recording studios of Memphis and
Chicago, and ends with the emotional
embrace of this African-American
music by musicians all over the
world.
Clear Blue Sky Productions (CBSP)
is the independent film production
company behind projects such as
Men With Guns, and Titus.  Founded
by investor and philanthropist Paul
G. Allen in 1997, CBSP’s focus is to
originate, develop and finance
creative and artistically driven
motion pictures and documentaries
that are original, compelling and
unique. Feature projects include the
forthcoming The Safety Of Objects
by Rose Troche (starring Glenn
Close and Dermot Mulroney) and
Coastlines by Victor Nunez;
Documentaries include Michael
Apted’s recent films Inspirations,
about creativity in the arts, and the
award-winning Me & Isaac Newton,
about creativity in the sciences.
Evolution, a seven-part series, co-
produced with WGBH Boston,

premiered on PBS in September
2001. 
Road Movies Group Founded in
1976 by Wim Wenders and later
joined in 1986 by producer Ulrich
Felsberg. Road Movies Group has
produced over 80 films. Won over 20
German film prizes and numerous
international trophies including the
Golden Palm for Paris, Texas in
Cannes and the Golden Lion for The
State Of Things In Venice.  In 2000
Ulrich Felsberg was nominated for an
Academy Award, (Oscar) for Buena
Vista Social Club by The Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
One of Ulrich Felsberg’s most recent
projects is Sweet 16, directed by Ken
Loach. Other current projects are Ten
Minutes Older, a project consisting of
two compilation features by 15
different prominent directors about
the subject “Time.” In Certain
Regard Cannes 2002.
Bend It Like Beckham, a new
English comedy, directed by
Gurinder Chadha, about two girls and
their dream to play soccer, is
currently being produced by Road
Movies and Kintop Pictures.
Along with the French company
Playtime, Road Movies is currently
producing the literature classic 24
Heures Dans La Vie D’une Femme,
by Stefan Zweig, directed by Laurent
Bouhnik.

Eastwood Directs The Blues

Clint Eastwood

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2002
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Lightning Entertainment, the newly
launched sales and distribution
company headed by Richard S.
Guardian has acquired international
distribution rights in all media for
the independent feature film
American Gun, starring James
Coburn, Virginia Madsen and
Barbara Bain.  
Written and directed by Alan Jacobs
American Gun, was filmed in New
England, Florida, Las Vegas and
California. 
President of Lightening
Entertainment Richard Guardian
said, “I’m very proud announcing
American Gun as Lightning
Entertainment’s first acquisition.
This is a quality film that takes the
moviegoer on a riveting and
emotional journey, and whose
subject matter is very timely,
distributors are looking for films

with original ideas and stories and
American Gun is just that – a
thought provoking story that will
give audiences something to talk
about.” 
Director Jacobs adds, “Richard
loved the script and kept in touch
with us through production and post.
We’re very fortunate to have
someone handling this film who is
so passionate about it.”  
In additon  the company has ,
acquired international distribution
rights in all media for   music
documentary Standing in the
Shadows of Motown.   The
documentary chronicles the reunion
of the Funk Brothers, an eclectic
group of jazz and blues musicians
recruited by Berry Gordy in the early
years of Motown. The Funk Brothers
invented the distinctive “Motown
sound” and played with Diana Ross,

Marvin Gaye, the Temptations and
Stevie Wonder. Artisan Pictures
holds North American distribution
rights for Standing in the Shadows
of Motown. Artisan will release the
film theatrically late summer, with
negotiations underway for a
soundtrack album deal. 
Based in Los Angeles, Lightning
Entertainment is involved in
worldwide distribution and licensing
of independent film product, as well
as acquisitions and co-productions.
Helmed by sales veteran Richard S.
Guardian, with partners Mainline
Releasing principals Rich Goldberg
and Marc Greenberg, the company’s
plan to bring 5-7 quality films to the
marketplace annually. Mainline
Releasing continues to operate as a
separate entity distributing video and
television product to the
international marketplace.

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2002
The Man From Elysian Fields, 
AVAILABLE FROM VORTEX PICTURES

New California Media (NCM), an
association of over 400 print,
broadcast, and online ethnic media
organizations, recently released
findings from the first-ever
quantitative study on the reach,
impact, and potential of media
targeted to Hispanic, African-
American, and Asian-American
communities. “This study shows
that ethnic media reaches 84% of
the three largest minority groups in
California,” said Sergio Bendixen,
President of Bendixen & Associates.
“In a state where Hispanics,
African-Americans, and Asian-
Americans make up nearly 50% of
all residents, this information is a
critical part of understanding how
businesses can effectively reach this
rapidly growing segment of the
population.” Funded by the James
Irvine Foundation, the Ford
Foundation, the American
Association of Advertising
Agencies, and The Annie E. Casey
Foundation. The Chinese American
Voter Education Committee was
also a key collaborator in shaping
the survey.
Findings based on interviews with
2,000 Hispanic, African-American,
and Asian-American adult residents
of California, and representative of
the nearly 17 million ethnic
Californians, were conducted
between November 2001 and March
2002.  The interviews were
conducted in twelve different

languages: English, Spanish,
Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean,
Vietnamese, Tagalog, Japanese,
Thai, Cambodian, Laotian and
Hindi, based on actual population
figures of each ethnic group in
California, according to the 2000
Census.
Part of the survey concluded that --
Ethnic television stations, radio
stations, and newspapers reach 84%
of all Californians who self identify
as Hispanic, African-American, or
Asian-American. These are
Californians who said
they watched ethnic television,
listened to ethnic radio, or read an
ethnic newspaper, and could
correctly identify the specific media
outlet. According to the findings,
Spanish-language media reach 89%
of California Hispanics, African-
American oriented media outlets
reach 79% of African-Americans in
the state; and Asian-American media
reach 75% of the Asian population of
California (with the Chinese,
Vietnamese, and Korean populations
the most likely to listen to or read
ethnic media).
The study of 2,000 California
residents was conducted by
Bendixen & Associates, a public
opinion firm specializing in research
of political, social, and economic
trends in Latin America and the
United States. 
For more information on the survey
contact david@parkandassociates.com

Findings Substantiate
Role Of Ethnic Media

In Advertising

Lightning Debuts Two At Cannes
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Making its debut at Cannes, Seven
Arts Pictures Chairman, Peter
Hoffman, announces the formation of
Seven Arts International and the

appointment of David Lamping as its
President. 
Hoffman said “I am delighted to
join forces with David Lamping to
oversee our new company and
handle our new line-up of pictures”
he continues, “our diverse line-up
includes: Molly Deeds directed by
Charley Stadler and starring Milla
Jovovich.  I’ll Sleep When I’m
Dead directed by Mike Hodges and
starring Clive Owen, Charlotte
Rampling and Malcolm McDowell.
Stander directed by Bronwen
Hughes and starring Thomas Jane,
Embeth Davitz and Arnold Vosloo.
Bridesmaid directed by Claude
Chabrol and starring Benoit
Magimel and Marie Gillian. No
Good Deed directed by Bob
Rafelson and starring Samuel L.
Jackson, Milla Jovovich and

Stellan Skarsgard and Red America
directed by Andrei Nekrasov and
starring Vladmir Mashkov. We are
also in final negotiations with
Paramount to produce for them
Asylum directed by Paul
McGuigan and starring Natasha
Richardson and Liam Neeson.
Lamping states  “I am really
pleased to join a company which
has such an exciting line-up of
product and to be working along
side Peter.”  
Independent production and
distribution company Seven Arts
Pictures credits include Johnny
Mnemonic; Never Talk To Strangers;
Another 9 Weeks; Shattered Image;
Onegin; Duets; the 2001 Sundance
Grand Jury Prize winner, The
Believer; An American Rhapsody;
Cletis Tout; and Interstate 60.

Seven Arts Pictures currently has a
first-look agreement with
Paramount Pictures, and has
produced in conjunction with the
studio Rules Of Engagement, Rat
Race and Hardball.
Lamping has headed his own
consultancy company as well as
handling sales and marketing of
films and television titles for the past
ten years. Previously he was
Executive Vice-President to
Sovereign Pictures and prior to that
he was Senior Vice-President of
Orion Pictures International.
Lamping will continue to be based in
London. Kate Hoffman, Vice
President of Marketing, and
Stephanie Poole, Vice President of
Administration are based in the
Seven Arts International Los
Angeles office.

Lamping Heads Seven Arts International

PRODUCT PROFILE CANNES 2002
Charms For The Easy Life, 

AVAILABLE FROM SHOWTIME
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For the past couple of years it seems as if
all we talk about is how bad the financing
for U.S. indie films has become. Doesn’t

anyone have anything positive to say?  Well,
maybe I have a little to say on the subject.  But,
the fact is, that for various reasons, the
financing for indie films has gotten worse and
worse and worse. Seems that every time we
think we see the bottom of this indie financing
and sales pit we are in, someone digs the hole
even deeper.
At first it was the over supply of product
created as a result of the “easy money” that
existed in the period 1997-1999. But, I am not
sure if everyone really appreciates how
significant this increase in production was and
what impact, given the laws of supply and
demand, it had, and stills has, on film financing
and sales today.  

One trade publication that compiles a list
of “debuting” films before each market
showed that for the 1996 AFM there

were 851 films debuting.  By AFM 2000, this
number had climbed to 1148!  That is a 35%
increase in product.  When OPEC decreases
production to increase prices its usually only a
5% increase or decrease that causes a big jump
in the market! And unlike OPEC, where
changes in production are seen in the
marketplace in a matter of months, the
constriction in film financing and/or sales that
ultimately decreases film production takes a
year to eighteen months to be felt. Given that
this constriction did not start until late 1999,
and the films that had been “greenlit” by then
were just going into production and would not
reach the marketplace until the end of 2000 or
early 2001, the affects of the glut and reduction
in production is only now being seen in the
market.  Thus, for the AFM 2002 there were
still 993 films allegedly debuting at AFM
despite over 18 months of contraction and
retrenchment.  This is still a 17% over supply of
films, not even taking into account decreased
demand.

Yes, not only was there an oversupply,
but demand has been falling at the same
time. So as fast as the market

constricted financing and less films were being
made, the market shrunk requiring an even
greater decrease in production.  This decrease
in demand was a result of further fall off in the
world video market, but mainly the result of
changes in the programming needs of the
world’s television markets.  Many markets that

used to rely heavily on US films for
programming, are now shifting to more
indigenous programs and reality shows.
Viewer tastes changed.  To make matters worse,
we have turmoil or limited competition in such
major television markets as Germany, Spain
and Italy, which has further eroded buying and
prices.  
Isn’t it ironic that just over a year ago one
would not even have given the likelihood of a
German or Italian presale a second thought. It

was a given. It was the cornerstone to any indie
film finance strategy.  Yet, we all know that
such presales today are very difficult. I recently
had a project that is going into production with
every major territory of the world pre-sold,
except Germany and Italy.  And even if you find
such a presale, what is the likelihood that the
buyer will be solvent when you are ready for
delivery? 
Similarly, over the past few years, with sales
becoming tighter and prices falling, gap
financing as become tighter too, falling from a
1998 standard of about 50% to a 2002 standard
of about 20%. With rapidly changing markets,
prices, buyers and demand, the banks just don’t
want to take the risks that they used to take.
So, given the cornerstones of film financing,
German and Italian pre-sales, being virtually
nonexistent, the US majors being very cautious
in prebuying any film, and gap financing only
at 20%, how does one, today, get an
independent film financed?
First, unlike years ago when most films all fit
the same film finance mold, today each film is
truly unique and no two films can be financed
exactly the same.  Unquestionably,  non-genre
films (drama, comedy, artsy, etc) are virtually
impossible to be funded without one hundred
percent equity or quasi equity financing.
Modest budget genre films (US$10 to US$30
million), on the other hand,  will find a

The Glut  & Reduction
In Production Rears
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combination of presales (yes they are still
doable in a number of territories including
Japan, UK and France), equity, quasi equity
(soft money) and traditional gap financing to be
the most successful financing formula.  Low
budget genre films may have to rely on a
greater proportion of equity but again, some
combination of presales, equity, quasi equity
and traditional gap financing will be the likely
prescription. A typical finance recipe for a
modestly budgeted thriller (say US$10 million
budget) might be 20% presales, 20% gap, 35%
German equity funds, 10% UK sale leaseback
and 15% Luxembourg credits. 

With 60% of the financing likely
coming from equity or quasi equity,
clearly these sources of financing

have become the new cornerstones of financing
indie films today.
Equity, or cash investment, is an absolute
requirement to finance any film today.  Equity
may take the form of cash from the producer, or
an investor (which may be a co-production
partner, a distributor or a true investor), or, as
has been the biggest source the last couple of
years, German equity funds. 
Despite much press on the collapse of the Neuer
market and the high flying companies it
brought us, German equity funds still exist and
are still accessible. The reason they still exist is
that they are, after all, tax shelters at the end of
the day, meaning that investment funds are

available because of the investor’s need to
reduce his or her tax obligation.  Since tax
shelters, by definition, are providing a return to
investors from the tax savings generated by the
investment, regardless of the actual
performance of the film, investors are not
necessarily concerned with the financial results.

That said, its not quite the same game it was
even a year ago.  Many of the German funds are
having difficulty completing their investment
raises, given prior economic results, lackluster
stock market performance, investors having
less income to shelter, and general world
economic malaise.  Understandably, most
German funds are now more selective as to the
films in which they invest and the producers to
which they partner. Further, all funds now
require a greater guaranteed return (in the 65%
to 80% range rather than the 50% range of just
a couple years ago), not to mention satisfactory
collateral to back up the guarantee.   

For those not familiar with most German fund
investments, the funds usually invest an amount
equal to 100% of the budget of a film, but
require a guaranteed return of anywhere from
60% to 80% of the investment.  Moreover, the
guaranteed return must be secured by a letter of
credit, presales or other collateral.  Assuming
that the fund required only a 65% guaranteed
return, a producer could take 65% of the
investment and set it aside in a bank account to
collateralize the repayment obligation, leaving
a net investment available for production equal
to 35% of the film’s budget.  

But this still leaves 65% of the budget yet
to be financed.   Since presales and gap
financing should finance another 40%

to 50%, the producer will usually find
themselves still short by 15% to 25%.  This is
where soft money benefits come in.  Current
centers of soft money contribution are the UK,
Canada and Luxembourg, although the Isle of
Mann, Netherlands and Ireland have accessible
programs.  Also, the benefits from several
jurisdictions can be aggregated.
There is no question that the UK sale-leaseback
has become the most frequent source of soft
money financing.  The value which can be
derived from a UK sale-leaseback varies from
8-12% of the budget, depending upon the
supply (of films seeking these funds) and
demand (of tax investment capital).  In the
current market, as I’m writing this article, the
rate is 10 _ % of the budget.  Access to a UK
sale-leaseback requires a significant UK (or
Euro or co-production combination) spend.
Obviously a film being shot in the UK is a
likely candidate, but because of co-production
treaties, a film shot in Europe, Canada or
elsewhere might qualify if as little as 20% (10%
in some jurisdictions) were spent on UK
residents (such as for post production or on UK
residents as cast and crew).  

Shooting in Luxembourg can provide a
benefit of about 15% of the budget.
Ireland, about 12%.  The Isle of Man can

provide benefits ranging from 20%-60%,
depending upon the budget and what benefits
are being accessed (the Isle of Man has a
number of programs, some of which take the
form of subsidies and others are actual cash
investments).  
Its relatively easy to combine a European
benefit (say Luxembourg) with a UK sale
leaseback to bring the total benefit to around
25%. However, keep in mind that the more
complex the transaction, the more costly it is to
derive the needed benefit and the longer it
takes.  Inter-jurisdictional issues can also

years ago most films
all fit the same 

film finance mold,
today each film 
is truly unique 

and no two films can 
be financed exactly 

the same

The Isle Of Man, offering attractive locations, is a source of available“soft” money. The Isle of Man 
government unveiled in March 2002 a new £25 million fund to boost film production on the island.
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hamper the transaction.  For example, if the
German’s want ownership of the copyright to
qualify for their tax benefits and you need to
vest the copyright in the UK to access the UK
benefits, what happens?  Not insurmountable
but definitely complex.  Also, it is generally
more expensive to shoot in Europe than in the
United States when such factors as exchange
rates, cost of living and travel costs for key
actors and crew are taken into consideration.
Except for the UK sale leaseback, its usually
not cost effective for films with budgets under
US$5 million to attempt to access most of these
benefits. 
Which leads to what many in the United States
are calling runaway production.  Namely, films
leaving Los Angeles and New York to shoot in
Canada. 
With its common language, favorable exchange
rates, lower cost of doing business, substantial
film infrastructure, relative minor additional
location costs and more friendly business
environment, even without government
financial incentives, it is an attractive
destination for film production.  But with the
added bonus of  financing 10% of your budget
just for shooting there, plus probably another
10% in terms of cost savings alone over places
like LA or NY, and even  higher benefits
available if one the production can avail itself
of the “content” benefits, given how difficult it
is to find that last 10% to 20% of a film’s
financing, its not a surprise that Canada leads

the pack in indie film production.  So is it any
surprise that most US telefilms (cable or
network), as well as a majority of indie films
with production budgets over US$1 million, are
shot in Canada.  
And yes, its even possible, through qualified
co-productions, to combine Canadian benefits
with other benefits, such as a UK/Canadian co-
production which can garner a 25% budget
benefit, in exchange for compliance with very
stringent content rules. 
So how does that US$10 million budgeted
thriller get made using these various current
financing methods?  If shot in Luxembourg
with the post in the UK and financed with
German film funds, with sufficient name cast to
garner a few presales and support the gap
estimates, the following would be plausible:
(a) Pre-sales-$2.0 million.
(b) Bank GAP financing-$2.0 million.
(c) UK sale-leaseback proceeds-$1.0 million.
(d) German Equity funds (net benefit)-$3.5
million.
(e) Luxembourg tax shelter benefits = $1.5
million.
The same principals that are outlined above
with respect to a $10 million feature can also
equally apply to a $1.2 million feature.
However, at the lower budget level, the cost of
accessing European benefits becomes
prohibitive. On the other hand, its likely that the
presales will be a larger portion of the budget
since its easier to pull together a number of

smaller sales, say $300,000. With Canadian
benefits of $250,000 (assuming content), plus
gap financing of $250,000 and net German or
other equity funding of $400,000, you are there.
So pack your bags, smile for the passport photo,
brush up on your German and French and stock
up on the Valium and Rogaine, but with some
patience, creativity and luck, your UK-
Canadian-British-Luxembourg-German-French
co-production of that action - coming of age -
romance about corruption in the LAPD you
have been dying to make is just a Shilling
throw’s away.
Mr. Bernstein’s practice emphasizes motion
picture distribution and finance, with a
particular specialty in financing independent
films.  His entertainment industry clients
include producers, production companies,
distributors, sales agents, banks and others
involved in the business side of the motion
picture distribution industry.  Mr. Bernstein has
developed a reputation not only for important
film finance strategies, but also for his focused
objective of obtaining the client’s success.  Mr.
Bernstein is a frequent author and lecturer at
universities and trade associations on the
finance and distribution of independent feature
films. More information concerning Mr.
Bernstein, as well as prior articles he has
written, may be found at www.thefilmlaw.com.
Mr. Bernstein may be contacted at
greg@thefilmlaw.com
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Prior to May 1st 2002 SAG members
working outside the United States working
on non-union films were not subject to

compliance. Post May 1st, members who work on
non-union sanctioned films in foreign countries
will face union discipline including the threat of
reprimands, fines, suspension and expulsion. The
globalization of this union edict (Global Rule One
“No member shall work as a performer or make
an agreement to work as a performer for any
producer who has not executed a base minimum
agreement with the Guild which is in full force
and effect.)”  is in response to what the union
perceives as the plethora of runaway film
productions from the US.  Such productions use
SAG talent without SAG compensations such as
minimum wages, residuals and health and pension
benefits.

The impact of this rule on film finance matters is
potentially of great import. How will American
producers seeking to film in foreign lands, change
their mode of operation? How will foreign
producers seeking to hire primarily SAG’s US
membership respond? How will SAG’s many non
US resident and non US citizen members operate
under what, in many cases is for them a US-
controlled union in their home countries? 
The ability to green light a picture depends on cost
and availability of talent, anything impacting this
has the potential to destabilise  an already fragile
world film finance market. The most at risk are
foreign independent, non-SAG signatory film

producers and foreign actors who are SAG
members. Collateral victims may be foreign nations
who have developed competitive infrastructure to
facilitate US runaway productions. The issues
involved are legal, financial, ethical, and moral in
both form and substance.
The key to this newest Hollywood business tangle
may well be found in the analogy of a Gladiator
with A Beautiful Mind.

THE PLAYERS LOCK IN

The final days of the Imperial Roman Empire have
much in common with the current circumstances
that modern day America finds itself in. The
Roman’s at their zenith in economic and cultural
terms were omnipotent in their rule of the known

world. Today America, while not in physical
domination of the world is like the Rome before it,
in a position of economic and cultural domination.
The flags of America’s economic legions are seen
and felt in most foreign lands to a far greater
extent perhaps than any early Roman would ever
have dreamt possible.  
The vanguards of such imperialism in cultural as
well as economic terms are vertically integrated
media conglomerates, modern titan’s reminiscent
of Roman Emperors, enjoying a global reach that
is all knowing and all pervasive. 
The spearhead of this modern army, the motion
picture and television industries dominate world
consciousness via the spin of Hollywood’s dream
factory. For it is through dreams that individual
realities meet the potential for change. The heart of

The Screen Actors Guild latest initiative Global Rule One, put into effect the 1st of May, has far reaching consequences from a number
of obvious some not so obvious view and standpoints. In an article written exclusively for The Business of Film, Brett Thornquest  and
Timothy C. Driver  illustrate a  series of comprehensive and analytical scenarios based on the planned enforcement of Rule One
globally. Whilst the conclusions can be viewed as being somewhat subjective, they are based on salient facts, relating to the global
reality of filmmaking as it has evolved to today. Written in April 2002, many objections by bodies such as the AMPTP have had an effect
on SAG revisiting or clarifying some of the clauses, however at the time of going to press the fundamentals examined in this feature
were still the underlying aspects of the ruling. 

Can A Modern 
Day Rome Adopt 
A Beautiful Mind

The Colosseum in Rome, The seat of power in the days of the Roman Empire
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The Screen Actors Guild on May 1st 2002
issues into effect it’s newest union initiative - Global Rule One. 
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this army is made up not of soldiers but of actors.
The value, price and ability to control this heart is
the subject of this, the newest front line war zone
for those who rule these media conglomerates.
The battle for hearts, minds and revenues from a

global audience is under way. Just as in the movie
GLADIATOR, the war is being waged on a
number of fronts against a number of enemies.
Just who are friends and who are enemies is often
hard to  define  and circumstance often makes for
strange bedfellows.  

ENTER THE LEAD PLAYER MAXIMUS

The Roman Empire analogy is poignant with
symbolism in both substance and form to ignore.
Every war needs a Maximus, a Gladiator whose
fate we can interface with our own perspective.
Someone to root for is how a Hollywood story
analyst would see it. In a stranger than fiction
world, Russell Crowe’s acting alter ego’s have
morphed with his own real world circumstances to
bring all the issues at hand into unique relief.
Crowe has been potentially recast as a real life

Maximus. Once again the games are only just
about to begin. The chess game of world film
finance and business domination is in its greatest
flux. A sea change of globalization has swept over
the film business in recent times. SAG with a
primary American based membership has been
sucked kicking and screaming into the vortex of
runaway productions. SAG is not an insignificant
player and is about to make its biggest move albeit
late in the game. 

Pan To: A forum, not of senators but of the acting
world’s own elite attending the annual SAG
awards. Crowe, arguably one of the world’s
finest acting talents, was honored by his
colleagues at the SAG awards for his studied and
crafted portrayal of brilliant mathematician, John
Nash. Meanwhile SAG, pre May 1 was putting
out an alert indicating it would be speaking to
Crowe about his next role. In Master and
Commander, a tent pole project developed by
Fox with Universal/Miramax, he plays the role of
a sea captain in charge of his first ship - a role
where life imitates art placing him through no
fault of his own in potentially deep water.  SAG’s
gripe is not with Crowe but potentially with the
producers of the film greenlit pre May 1 for a
post May 1 shoot. SAG moved after there were
rumblings of non-union hires being contemplated
for the shoot in Baja, Mexico. The producers

have denied these rumblings and maintain a pro
SAG compliance posture as their stated modus
operandi.

THE INVISIBLE HAND

Via Crowe in A Beautiful Mind we saw the world
through the eyes of the brilliant but disturbed John
Nash. The insights shared related to Nash’s
revolutionary thoughts on game theory. Such
game analysis has changed much of how we
approach complex problem solving in society
today. Little was Nash to know his work may be
the only way to assuage the current state of SAG,
agent and producer relations.
Nash revolutionized thinking with his re working
of Adam Smith’s invisible hand theory. The theory
was that each of us by following our own selfish
needs and by seeking the best and most selfish
outcomes, moves the interests of all inexorably
forward, this effect he called the invisible hand.
Yes, no prizes for guessing he would be drummed
out of SAG if he were an actor. The invisible hand
theory is an example of a zero sum game.
In zero sum games there is one winner and one
loser and what you win I lose and vice versa. In
zero sum games, all analysis and strategic policy
planning is limited by the conceptual premise that
all outcomes are known and are interconnected.
The limitations on both analysis and out come
potential, Nash saw as a product of what he
labelled as non-cooperative game theory. He saw
that different and potentially more optimal
outcomes for all players could be achieved via
cooperative games i.e. games not subject to the
“we win you lose” mentality of zero sum game
analysis. Nash saw a more optimal outcome
potential.  He saw that just because you win it does

not mean you won in the best and most optimal
way. Your way may be better than others but it
does not mean it is the best. He theorized that more
optimal results could be achieved for all if players
at some levels were collaborative in their game
play.

The issue in the debate for SAG GLOBAL RULE
ONE like in the movie,(A Beautiful Mind) is just
who will get a shot at the blonde. 

A ZERO SUM GAME

The battle is underway both in and outside SAG.
The political twists and turns are worthy of an
average day in the senate in the last days of
Caligula. The most optimal outcomes are in the
hands of a few and we would be Claudius, style
game players. In Global war, SAG like ancient
Rome will have to be temperate in its rule. SAG
must seek allies if it is to keep its army together
and the moral imperative intact. In
GLADIATOR, Maximus was both a slave and a
general, Rome’s finest citizen but yet a non-
Roman. Today he would be a top ranked non-US
resident star in charge of his own runaway
production company. The comparisons are
irresistible with the real life Crowe in a position
symbolic of everything SAG must face. Crowe
like Maximus is one of SAG’S finest members yet
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SAG’s army is made up not of soldiers but of actors.
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he is not a US citizen or resident. He owes
allegiance to not one but two foreign armies, the
Australian and New Zealand equals of SAG as
well as SAG itself. No special or personal
inferences should be taken here of him other than
by way of symbolism.  He is a representative in
terms of the potential fate of all foreign non US
resident actors who are members of SAG. The fate
of such members is in the balance against those
who are US citizen or resident members. Post May
1 both these groups face a brave new world the
nature of which has yet to be explored.

SAG justice will, like Roman Justice before it,
only stand the test of time if it is respected by
members and producers’ alike. The task of
attaining respect will require a deft tight rope act.
In a nation founded on the Boston Tea Party an act
of defiance against a universally disrespected law
will remain the biggest challenge. 
Much of GLOBAL RULE ONE rhetoric has been
zero sum game talk.  SAG acting jobs going to
runaway productions are seen under current
precepts as a zero sum game. We didn’t get SAG
benefits - we lost therefore you won. The
response from SAG by the enforcement of Rule
One has also been predicably a zero sum
approach - you are either with us or against us.
The reality however may well be that in action
SAG will adopt a cooperative game approach.
The talk and the walk is becoming more and
more moderate as May 1st 2002 draws near. The
latest statements seem softer and more
collaborative in tone but only time and
circumstance will tell. 

The mood in the world film industry on the eve of
this ground breaking change matches the
implications contained in the words themselves.
Global Rule One means just that -  worldwide rule
over both actors and producers alike. Like most
quasi protectionist strategies whether wrapped in
capitalist or union silks, the underlying sentiment
remains the constant. The action taken exists for
the collective good but at the price of individual
freedom. In a world where increasingly choice is a
face off between total surrender to the rule of
others pitted against the purity of the individual
choice, this may not be a sustainable option. The
jury is out on whether such a zero sum game can
survive the realities of a global market place.
It is as much symbolic as ironic that the word One
as slated contains within it a dualistic presence.
One as in one for all and all for one opposed to one
as in the freedom to be one self.  Freedom under
SAG slated to die, a casualty of the greater good -
a curious type of international restriction projected
on the rest of the world from America the self-
proclaimed land of the free. 
The forces in play are shaping up to determine
whether or not this new SAG deal works as
intended. Whether it is even legal, moral or will be
abided by hangs in the balance. A strange reality
has come to pass when the world’s most creative
spirits are the latest vehicle of new world order
conservatism. Today filters of political correctness
are the ultimate tyranny, the noblest of prejudices,
and the most imperfect form of perfection. 
Now in a time, when the world’s free thinkers are
cast in the role of global protectionists the
outcome in financial and creative terms remains to
be assessed.
Now this most sacred, most individual of work
choices has created the potential for self-
destruction. A game is quietly unfolding, a game
as old as time itself. The game of capitalism as
usual pits the good of a few against the welfare of
the many. The battle for the hearts and minds has

just begun. The ultimate end game is the threat of
a world where human labor is further cheapened
and played off against itself where actors are
sacrificed to the inhumanity and economic
efficacy of the machine. 
Whether this ends well or not depends on how
finely individual freedoms can be preserved
against the collective good. Most societies fail
miserably at balancing acts but may be, just may
be, SAG might get it right. If it fails, it will die like
most creatures, a victim of its own evolution. 

This can be SAG’S finest hour if it moves via
cooperative game theory to achieve workable and
fair results under its new law. It will become its
last stand to the extent that it actions lead to zero
sum game results perceived or real, pitting the
good of the few against the many at any price. 
The challenge for SAG is to see how it can make
this new economic order operate at its most viable
optimum for all concerned.  

WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF
GLOBAL RULE ONE

This saga (an anagram of the descriptive “SAG”)
started in response to what union members in
Hollywood and other American film production
locations perceive as loss of jobs due to the
effects of Globalization. The Screen Actors
Guild is one of the most prominent labor
organizations in the western world.  The union
boasts 98,600 members ranging from the finest
stars to the humblest set workers. The bottom
line politically and financially is that less than
two percent of members earn more than
$100,000 a year. 
The reality is that SAG’s weapon to protect the
many is the threat of withholding the labor of a
few good men and women. The union’s position as
articulated is that there is great harm from the
runaway production phenomena to all its
members.  
a. Harm for those actors not working. 
b. Harm for those working without SAG contracts
under ostensibly poorer remuneration and
conditions the price of work for those lucky
enough to be foreign hires outside the US. 
c. Harm through complete loss of employment
opportunities in many production support areas
that would normally flow from local shoots. The
flow of productions off shore started in earnest
in the last five years and has according to the
union rhetoric, been moving at an accelerating
pace. 

The reality however 

may well be that in action 

SAG will adopt a cooperative 

game approach.
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The union position is not without merit in relation
to the factual evidence. The problem is that facts
often obscure the light of truth. The union has a
simple zero sum mantra to solve the loss of
member union dues, health & pension benefits and
equality of remuneration wherever and when ever
a union member works in the world.
A SAG member can only work under a union
contract regardless of where the work is
performed in the world. A SAG deal will follow a
member anywhere, any time he or she works.

THE LOGISTICS. 
NO SAG CONTRACT. NO SAG ACTOR.  

On the face of it this would seem a simple and
laudable enough concept. A union exists for the
primary purpose of seeing to the health, safety and
remuneration of its workers. A union does so by
the threat of cooperative withdrawal of labor
against employers. In simple terms if an American
worker works out of the country the union wishes
to ensure that the terms of employment are no
different than inside America. If an American
employer sends short-term workers overseas there
would seem to be a logical causality that would
require such a worker to enjoy the same terms and
conditions
The strength of the logic is undeniable when one
is talking about full time employees. The union
rhetoric seems plausible enough on such matters
but the conceptual premise is breath taking in
audacity. Global Rule One has the potential to
enforce union rule outside America on non-US
workers and on non US would-be employers.
SAG’S terms of employment under its contract
with US producers allows its members to make
films in American working conditions and subject
to American economics. Both SAG and the
producers in question had a say in the deal. Global
Rule One now if applied, fully extends this rule
over to those not in the US who wish to make
films but by definition outside US working
conditions and the US economic environment.

The union logic is that many major US players in
recent times now use shell corporations and foreign
producers to film overseas just to under mine the
terms of the SAG contract with US producers. The
SAG Case is that many major foreign deals are
only foreign in form but are for all other purposes
essentially American in substance.

Advocates of Global Rule One claim it is merely
an enforcement measure designed to protect
agreements already in place. The problem is that
when you use a hammer to crack peanuts you get
only crumbs and very often a very, very sore
thumb. Global Rule One potentially impacts all
producers in the world who wish to hire a union
member, yet those producers were never at  the
bargaining table. 
The logical congruence of this stance is that a US
producer should not be able to avoid obligations at
home by running overseas. Equally, non-US
Producers wishing to use American talent must
meet American standards. This seems both a fair
and logical precept. In all logic lives intrinsic
fallacy in this case it is as stark as the logic.
Global Rule One creates two potential classes of
people in the world. US members defined (perhaps
as US citizens and or permanent residents of the
United States for US Tax law) and non US
members (foreign actors who are neither US
Citizens nor US Tax residents.) 
The fallacy that lies in the SAG position is the
word American. The fallacy is that many SAG
members are neither American citizens nor
American residents. Many foreign nationals who
work in Hollywood are foreign nationals who are
not American residents. Why should an English
actor working under his own English union in his
homeland require an employing producer to
become a SAG signatory? Even worse why just
because such an actor is a SAG member should
they be entitled to terms that local union workers
are not entitled to under their own union? The poor
actor has committed only one crime that of wishing
to work in and Coming to America to join SAG. 
This paradox has already caused strife with UK
Producers who are up in arms about such
prospects moving them to seek legal opinion on
the subject. The fear being that Global Rule One
drives a cart and horse through local agreements

with the local UK union.  The result - a two tiered
market where UK actors get different pay based on
whether or not they are SAG members. An English
man’s home is his castle and no form of American
imperial rule of any kind is ever going to fly. The
prospect of paying local actors who are SAG
members the SAG rate, was accompanied by the
fear that such payments would also have to be paid
to local non-SAG actors as well.

SAG for its part has been quick to respond. The
response while moderate in tone leaves the
underlying reality requiring careful study by all
concerned. Such analysis requires the mind of a
John Nash and the luck of one attempting to
unravel the mysteries of Rubik’s cube. For talent,
producers and agents the following may help.
Once again only via some techniques of
mathematical origin and design may we unravel
the enigma wrapped in the mystery of Rule One.

INSIDE GLOBAL RULE ONE: 
WORLDS COLLIDE

UNIVERSAL SET ONE

Non English Speaking Productions: The universal
set of all non English speaking productions in the
world under Global Rule One contains three
possible subsets, none of which intersect each
other. Each of the following subsets is distinct.
- Non English Speaking Films shot in the US are
subject to Global Rule One.

As Global Rule One goes into practical effect, who will have the insight of John Nash?
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- Non English Speaking Films shot outside of the
US under the jurisdiction of a foreign performer’s
union are exempt from Global Rule One.
- Non English Speaking Films shot outside of the
US not under the jurisdiction of a foreign
performers union appear to not be exempt from
Global Rule One by default of not qualifying for
the exemption above. This subset contains within
it two more sub sets based on whether or not you
are a US resident or foreign actor. US residents
appear to be subject to Global Rule One but
foreign actors would appear to be exempt.

UNIVERSAL SET TWO

All English Speaking Productions: This universe
is made up of all English speaking productions
shot anywhere in the world who are subject to
Global Rule One. This universe contains the
following distinct subsets.
- English Speaking Productions shot outside the
US. Global Rule One does not apply to foreign
SAG performers who reside in a foreign country
when they work in foreign productions under the
jurisdiction of their local union. 
- English Speaking Productions shot inside the
US. Global Rule One does apply if a performer is
primarily residing in the United States or
competing for work against performers in the
United States.
So there you have it quite simple really if you are
John Nash and Clarence Darrow rolled into one.
Watch the hand it was much quicker than the eye.
In summary for those who missed it.

POINTS OUTSIDE RULE ONE:

- Non English Speaking Productions shot outside
America where the production is under the

jurisdiction of a local union. Also, where such
productions are not subject to such local union
jurisdictions, but the actors are foreign non-
resident actors.
- English speaking productions shot outside
America where the performers are foreign non
resident actors working on foreign productions
under the jurisdiction of a local union.  

POINTS INSIDE RULE ONE:

- Non English speaking productions shot inside
America. Non English Speaking Productions shot
outside America not subject to local union
jurisdiction where the performers are US
residents.
- English speaking productions shot inside
America. English speaking productions shot
outside America where the performers are
primarily US resident members.
Is the  above Understood?  Maybe!. It is not that
simple. Here the lines start to blur and the page
starts to meld into the desk. You forgot the Kaiser
Solsay provision. You know the one that catches
the Usual Suspects. SAG’s greatest adroitness
within Global Rule One is to make you think it
does not apply.
Under SAG justice the onus is on you (the actor)
If it is an English Speaking Production the web
site warns that it is your responsibility (and that of
your agent if they want to keep their commission)
to see that you have complied with Global Rule
One. Effectively if you make a mistake you could
be in breach and face trial by peers. The problem
is that the issues are complex and leave much to
the imagination of all involved. The SAG remedy
for this is to check with them. This could be a time
consuming, costly and delaying matter that makes
for a big brother world that Orwell foresaw. The

matter does not end there because even if you ask
big brother, one can only just imagine how the
following issues will be dealt with over the phone.
“And if you…then and then….etc”
The universes and subsets as outlined appear
straight forward but they are not the whole story. If
there are productions caught under Global Rule
One that is not the end of the matter. You may
apply and may be able to get a waiver for a
particular production based on individual
circumstances. SAG may grant such waivers but
only on a case by case basis after careful analysis.
The operative word is “after”.  After how long and
how careful an analysis? 
The problem for all is how does one get a film
greenlit without top talent under an enforceable
deal?  Until then you have nothing for SAG to
carefully consider. Often up until shoot many have
no idea what the final shape of the picture will be
from a location or finance viewpoint. Investors, co
production partners and others are all interested to
know what the budget will be, SAG or non-SAG,
especially if they are not even shooting in
America. How can SAG grant a waiver for
something that is unknown? The whole
contractual and finance world just got more bleak
and problematic. Actors are now not your best
asset but potentially your worst nightmare. 

You have talent who can runaway by simply
saying we did not get a waiver. All actor contracts
will now require Global Rule One compliance as a
provision in some format. This means lawyers and
agents, to avoid liability to clients will have to
ensure a deal is SAG compliant.  Many out of
caution will seek clarification or give advice to
clients to seek waivers. This will be at a cost to all
and a delay to all. The reality is that financing a
picture just got a whole lot harder and a whole lot
more uncertain.  SAG in giving waivers must have
the facts, all the real facts. In the event these are
unknown and or change what is the effect on the
waiver. In such a cases who is liable?  SAG no
doubt will say that there is no problem if it is a
SAG shoot. This is correct inside America but
outside America it is not. 
The real impact of Global Rule One is right here
and right now. All foreign English speaking
productions seeking to use SAG talent now have a
major problem. The process for those who are
neither clearly in or out of Global Rule One is a
lottery of unknowns.
The depth of what is exactly an unknown is still
unknown. For example the foreign actor exemption

Like the Monarch butterfly, based in offshore Bermuda, the fiscal home of many companies,
SAG’s Global Rule One “Monarchy,” seems determined to pry into the personal tax choices

and available alternatives of it’s members.
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relates to foreign actors working in a foreign
country on a foreign production. The reality of what
this means in practice is unknown. Are you a
foreign actor? How can you tell? According to SAG
you are foreign if you are not primarily resident in
the US. The problem is what does this really mean?
Is the test the same as that used by the US tax office
for residence? If you are a US citizen now living
overseas for tax purposes but have a home in
America, are you a primary resident? SAG has said
that dual citizens are subject to Rule One. Who is
the onus on to determine such a thing, you or them?

Under SAG justice the finger points at you?  Do
you have to give up your personal tax privacy to
prove you are a foreign actor? What right does SAG
have to know such detail? If you have a loan out
corporation based in the US but you live overseas
are you a foreign actor or of more tax law impact, is
the opposite true? A SAG spokesperson recently
quoted Nicole Kidman and Sir Anthony Hopkins as
members of the small cadre of international actors
living in America to which Rule One would apply
to.  Simply how does SAG know such details? How
can they make such judgments? How can they tell
the rest of the world your business when a tax
officer doing the same thing would be imprisoned?
Is residence a case by case random judgement or is
there a definite legal test? If not how does anyone
know and how can SAG force you to tell? If your
lawyer declines to provide personal tax
information, can you be expelled for not giving it?
US Citizenship regardless of residency appears to
put you in the same boat as US residents. If you are
a dual citizen why should you be an American in
your country of origin especially if it also your
country of residence?
On the same theme even if you are a foreign actor
are you working on a foreign production? This
would seem self evident but in today’s world is it?
A production’s nationality is about to become as
vital as an actors tongue, origin and living
arrangements. The shoot if shot and financed
totally outside America would seem foreign.
What if it is a co production with 50% shot in
America and your part is shot overseas? What if
the facts were the same but only post-production
work was done in America? What if the money
came from America? What does that mean even?
Is production finance different from money on
delivery under a negative pick up deal? With all
these twists, at what point can it be said a
production is no longer foreign?  One SAG spin is
that they are after foreign productions if they are
aimed at the US market. 

A further twist comes from the SAG Web site
statement that if you are primarily resident in the
United States or competing for work against
performers in the United States Global Rule one
will apply. What does this really mean if you do
not reside primarily in the United States?  The
word “or” is in legal terms a disjunctive term that
means separate.  If you are not primarily resident
in the US, but you are up for a role in America
against someone who is a primary resident, you
are subject to Rule One. In itself this seems simple
as if you are a foreigner working in America you
were always subject to Rule One.  What is still
unclear, is whether this limb of SAG’S “get into
jail free” card applies outside America? Does
competing for a foreign role against a performer
who is a US resident outside America catch you
under Rule One? What in any event does
competing against mean? “Toe to toe” Gladiator
type deals or just being possibly a flicker through
a producer’s mind late at night? 

This discourse makes it pretty clear that the nice
clean universal and subsets( Page xxx) we shaped
earlier to make things clear are now all some what
clouded. The wrinkles of foreign actors, foreign
productions and the sin of competing against an
American potentially dissolve all clarity and peace
of mind.
SAG in response to aggressive comments from
UK producers has been quick to make matters
seem less oppressive. According to SAG Global
Rule one does not affect local actors working in
their own country on local productions. The Rule
designed more for those international actors who

reside primarily in America. Such comments while
of comfort do little to salve underlying pain. Those
wishing to green light a film and those
representing them must still grapple with this most
ungrateful unforgiving of creatures.
In a new form of xenophobia SAG has created a
new implied deal form for all those of foreign
tongue, origin or current living arrangements. If
you work in America when you go back home or
elsewhere, you are until proven otherwise,
American. Not because you are but because they
say you are. The concept of what is an American
spreads out wider as even arms length foreign
producers are recast American employers. The
foreign employers are affected by Rule One and
the internal circumstances of a country they may
never visit or ever do business in. When in Rome
most of us would accept doing what Romans do.
How many of us back at home when we invite a
Roman will put up with Roman ways? This is
especially so when our guest wants not just us but
all our friends to become Roman despite the fact
they are in our home.
The heart of such a fallacy is that outside
America, local US economic environments can
and must be projected into foreign markets. The
logic stands up if one thinks solely in terms of
runaway production avoidance of union rules and
terms and conditions as the primary production
motivation. The reality is of course far different.
US producers now face a global market that is for
those who do not understand it a bigger market
than just America. A bigger market means greater
opportunity for growth and employment than if
one stayed purely at home. The economic reality
is that eight of ten US productions failed to cover
budget out of US revenue. No domestic industry
can survive on this economic model and any
trying will face certain death. US producers need
global revenues to make pictures financial viable.
In short US domestic costs can only be projected
only onto US revenue potentials. If one is to meet

The Principality of Monaco - home to many entertainment celebrities and companies.
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a global market one must meet it with cost
structures that reflect the mix of global revenue.
Projecting US high costs inputs onto lower cost
markets simply ensures death for any company in
any industry. To be economically viable
production costs reflect the lower cost
environments of the global market to some
extent. The negative costs of a studio film in
2001 fell dramatically for this first time in years
due to a new collective cost saving approach of
which runaway productions were a prime
methodology. The fall was offset by increases in
distribution and releasing costs, reflective of
ambitious  marketing and higher revenues.
Runaway productions are not just products of
cost saving they are products of capital market
money gathering. 

Reality required US producers to meet global cost
constraints and source cheap foreign capital to
preserve the empire at home. The benefit of
runaway production was not just lower
production costs but access to a wider capital base
at below market capital costs.  The wider capital
base at lower costs allowed the US producers to
sustain domestic US film production and to
mitigate high US domestic production costs. This
resulted in higher revenue due to more money
spent on marketing than on production. While
America has a strong dollar in a global market and
high internal cost structures relative to a global

market, it must move to reflect global costs not
just US costs. 
As much as unions and politicians can point to
high profile runaway productions, the harsh
financial reality is that if Hollywood had not acted
as it did actual US production may well have
fallen below its current levels. 

HIGHER GLOBAL COSTS MEANS
FEWER PRODUCTIONS

The implications of Global Rule One are more
far reaching that just the strained logic of
foreign actors who are also US residents being
potentially forced to work as American workers
in their own countries. The underlying
sentiment is very much a “push me pull you”
creature worthy of Doctor Dolittle. The real sub
text is this move could be not to protect US
workers in foreign climates but to see foreign
runaway productions disappear all together. A
further sub text could be to close off a future
producer end run strategy by limiting the ability
to move talent overseas to thwart strike action.
In a melt down scenario the end game sees a
China Syndrome effect. A world where SAG
rules and talent costs increases global
production costs. Increases in such costs then
spread higher production costs against a static
or falling capital base leading to a decline in the
ability to make films. In short, higher global
costs mean fewer productions and fewer jobs. 
SAG sees its new master plan as creating more
jobs for its members presumably even if total
production falls. This may happen but it is hard
to see more jobs for anyone if Hollywood loses
access to cheap foreign capital. US money is
hard to come by and is very expensive. Such

economic impacts can only lead to further
downward pressure on production costs and
therefore reduction of jobs. The wider impacts
on the world film finance market could be
terminal for independent producers. The end of
many sources of cheap foreign capital
essentially “Money for nothing with chicks for
free” would reduce much foreign independent
production. The flip side sees SAG’s biggest
foe, the studios made even stronger.  Inside
America SAG has done much to foster such
production and to be user friendly to smaller
players. A stronger union with the muscle to
increase internal US production costs may
ultimately ensure the death of domestic film
production. Perversely the stronger SAG is the
greater the potential that it will sow the seeds of
its own demise.

THREE KEY ALLIES

The enforcement of Rule One depends on how and
where SAG can marshal its forces.  SAG has been
quick to learn The Art of War and is in search of
Friends. SAG representatives with all the grace of
a Roman senator have sought help from three key
allies.

FOREIGN UNIONS

A recent summit attended by SAG representatives
in Toronto attended by Canadian, Australian and
New Zealand union compatriots among others
sought to clarify matters relating to Global Rule
One. The issues on the table included the impact of
SAG contracts post May 1, dual membership and
jurisdictional matters relating to dues, pension and
health contributions and residuals. Foreign unions
often are responsible for the administration of
SAG contracts during a foreign location shoot.
The meeting according to press coverage achieved
no hard and fast decisions relating to the
workability of Global Rule One. The major issue
being whether or not a local union member
working on a local production will if they are also
a SAG member be entitled to a waiver, or if not
what terms a potential producer must meet to hire
them in their own country of origin? The import
being that no local producer is going to go through
the hassle if there is a local union member who is
not a SAG member. The potential loss of work for
dual member actors is that such members may
drop their SAG membership.  Foreign Unions are
being asked to assist SAG in the enforcement of
Global Rule One. This could become a poisoned
chalice in that the hook appears to be to what
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degree and in what circumstances does this
actually work for all concerned? 
In extreme circumstances SAG wants members to
get SAG clearance and potentially only to work
under a SAG contract. This implicitly would seem
to require that the foreign employers become SAG
signatories. A potential windfall to local unions
appears to flow if local producers become SAG
signatories. The by-product may be that SAG rates
must be paid not only to SAG members but to all
members of the foreign union working on a SAG
shoot. Here SAG appears to be working with local
unions to assist such unions to increase the pay
and benefits of foreign union members. 
On the surface this would appear an attractive quid
quo pro but the reality is something else. If SAG
manages to spread its US rates and residuals onto
foreign markets then it effectively makes it less
likely that a US production will runaway. In the
guise of mutual assistance SAG is actually seeking
the help of foreign unions to reduce work
opportunities for their own members in their own
countries. A neat trick if you can pull it off. Why
should a Canadian worker support their union to
reduce the number of shoots in Canada and
thereby reduce the amount of work available?
SAG’s own website outlines SAG’s push for US
tax incentives to match foreign locations. The
warning of a drop in foreign work initially after
May 1 belies the understanding that such work
will dry up only to return to the US at some later
date.

The theory that the productions can stand the fare
is false. Hollywood votes on a dollar and there is
only one buck and the only issue is who has it.
Anything increasing a country’s cost inputs
whether it be through adverse rises in exchange
rates, removal of tax incentives or increasing labor
rates makes Hollywood less likely to play ball. So
while foreign unions maybe my enemies they
maybe a SAG friend. The depth of that friendship
will depend on the degree to which such an
alliance defeats job opportunities for foreign
members in their local jurisdictions and how fast
they catch on to what is at stake. It is a strange
circumstance that union members in foreign
countries are being asked to assist in there own
demise. A worker in Hollywood is just the same as
one in Toronto - they all have mouths to feed. How
long Global Rule One can tread this water remains
to be seen. The SAG zero sum logic is that
runaway films equal loss of US jobs. How long
will foreign unions buy into an alliance that is

designed to move jobs back to Hollywood?  SAG
has to weave a careful path between protecting its
members working overseas and taking action
actually reducing foreign work for SAG members
and being seen to reduce work for foreign
workers. 
The line would appear to fall directly on lines of
citizenship and residence with the added gloss of
where productions are developed and financed.
Confused, well you’re not alone.

TALENT AGENTS

SAG’s latest initiative enlists the help of the
Association of Talent Agents and hangs in the
balance. This agreement between Talent Agents
and SAG on behalf of the respective memberships
if it comes to fruition and is followed in substance,
is seen as another major tool in Global Rule One
enforcement. Under the deal agents must in
dealing with their client actors ensure that they
only accept work if a bona fide SAG contract is in
place. The agents can lose commissions for
placing actors into non-SAG deals. The obligation
is a major keystone in SAG’s mission to rule the
world. The deal effectively attempts to end run
each actor by making those from whom an actor
may seek advice, effectively self interested
representatives of SAG and not the actor. 
This new imperative according to SAG is likely
to create an extra 3000 acting jobs over the next
three years. The deal, while a complex one
contains many trade offs and comes at a  price.
Potentially up to $34m over three years in new
commission structures on residuals for video
and TV reruns and the allowance of those with
production and distribution interests to own up
to 20% of a talent agency. The easing of such
restrictions is seen by a growing number as
creating less acting opportunities rather than
more.  It seems on the surface to be a deal with

the devil. The agents earn more commissions
and get to be more easily tied into distribution
and production companies and more able to do
in house package deals. The price to the agents
is more SAG benefit contributions, bonds
against loss by theft and the agreement to
enforce Global Rule One on behalf of SAG
through their clients. It would seem that such an
agreement is itself of questionable legality. The
agent appears to be put in potential conflict with
their client where best advice may be to act
contrary to SAG Global Rule One. The prospect
of agents acting effectively as de-facto
employers of their own client actors with all the
issues of conflict of interests this entails, would
appear inevitable. The fundamental role of an
agent not to let duty conflict with client best
interest, appears to have been signed away. The
courts in many jurisdictions have allowed such
conflicts to stand where clients have waived
such rights. However the basis of such waivers
standing the test of judicial scrutiny has always
been essentially that a client was properly
informed and independently advised and the
move was in fact sound. In a post Enron world
where the ability to act as an independent

watchdog and self interested consultant was
found wanting.  Again the agents in practice
may be very different than what is imagined in
theory. The potential influence of an outsider on
the agent, despite all the much vaunted control
protections is great. A 20% interest allows a
major corporation to equity account such

The producers of The Matrix, filmed in Australia, agreed through local unions to 
pay local union members SAG rates despite not being SAG members.
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businesses in its books.  Agents may then have a
cross allegiance to SAG and big brother players
with equity interests in their firm. How long will
such talent thank SAG for creating this
situation? 
The loss of foreign talent due to SAG
compliance issues is also great. If you’re a major
foreign star do you really need a Hollywood
agent?  It would appear a local agent working
through a Hollywood management firm could
and may end run all the drama of Rule One.

The legal reality is that client best interest may
dictate that agents have little choice but to not
push the SAG position. The areas most likely to
yield conflict are matters concerning foreign
productions hiring dual members. The notion
that SAG and clients interests will always be
identical is about to be sorely tested. An agent
seeking to preserve their commission may seek
unnecessary SAG approval and lose their client
a foreign job. The potential for litigation post
May 1 in now what is a world market is
enormous. Talent agents for SAG make viable
friends in theory but in substance it may be a
different matter. Law suits triggered by Global
Rule One non compliance deliberate or
accidental may well flush out who is who in the
global game. 

U.S DOMESTIC POLITICAL INTERESTS

The US Steel workers have already out of pure
political expediency, turned President Bush into a
trade protectionist, such an act coming from the
most vocal proponents of other countries dropping
trade and tariff barriers points to the potential
power of political will.
SAG has been busy with the WGA and DGA
lobbying US politicians for domestic labor tax
subsidies to compete with other jurisdictions. SAG
also sought to open a US Department of
Commerce investigation into the legality of US
producers accepting foreign tax incentives.
Political will comes from intense interest in the loss of
jobs caused by the decline of US film making due to
runaway productions. The film industry is one of the
locomotive industries in America and employs vast
numbers of  people. Loss of employment and
economic benefits outside the US from such a
locomotive industry will always create political fodder.

However politicians are fair weather friends and if
the flow of circumstance and or facts fail to support
the case then political will may lag. This is the
greatest problem as the true facts are not known
only suspected. A best guess appears to indicate
that America in economic terms is in fact a big
winner in a global filmed entertainment market. It
may be that tariffs and restraints if effective would
create poorer results and less jobs overall. 

CAN EQUAL JUSTICE
PREVAIL FOR ALL?

SAG is playing its cards close to its chest but it
has threatened to enforce Global Rule One by way
of fine, reprimand and expulsion. The SAG web
site softens the tone of such threats by the use of
the words “members could face” - as in could face
a firing squad or if you’re an agent could lose
your commission. Use of trial boards and
adoption of heavy handed enforcement measures
against members are all on the table. Such an
approach may create much litigation as well as
internal trouble. Justice must be equal, fair and
impartial if it is to hold sway with union
membership. The implications inherent in such
enforcement open the way for much future legal
and political angst. The probability for such a fate
has already been experienced in the immediate
past. 
The fate of three lowly SAG members expelled
for working during the actors strike in 2000 being
a direct case in point. George Clooney
championed their cause after they were expelled
for working during the strike as accepting such
work was for these people an economic necessity.
In direct conflict with this were the fates of Liz
Hurley and Tiger Woods who, when charged by
trial boards with the same offence, remained
members after paying $100,000 in fines. The
alleged breach by Shaquille O’Neal of the same
rule was a matter that did not even go to a trial
broad. The implication of different treatment for
the same offence caused many ripples. While
denials of different treatment due to celebrity
status were made by SAG spokespeople that
matter still smolders. The three miscreants were
convicted of repeated SAG violations and were
expelled and humiliated by publication of their
names. 
Clooney said “This union was created not to
protect the famous (they can take of themselves)
but to protect the struggling actor….. Even if that
means from themselves”
Such a sentiment is worthy of a commander more
interested in the welfare of soldiers than of
generals - a general the equal of Maximus.
In another pre cursor of the future is the past
history of SAG president Melissa Gilbert. Earlier
in her career she was convicted of breaching Rule
One when she worked with her then husband in
their own production company on a film they
jointly produced.
This was recanted as being a mistake.
In principle an actor working for their own loan
out company on its own film production in any
home town would seem not be a matter that should
concern SAG. The prospect of expulsion for such
an act seems to be a harsh fate. The whole concept
of loan out corporations does not seem to fit well
with Global Rule One. The potential problem
being that the enforcement of Global Rule One
may in some jurisdictions under cut the legal
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fiction of actor loan out corporations for tax and
any other legal questions, triggering a bounce back
effect on producers under liability to cover foreign
tax liabilities.

THE LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS

In this move toward global enforcement SAG
seems to have the potential to move from a
union into the status of sovereign nation. No
penalties for breach of Rule One have been
specified. The prospect of trial boards trying
members in foreign countries who work in their
own towns for failure to get waivers or check
production status seem an ominous but not
unlikely prospect.  The legality of Rule One
and union trial boards enforcing penalties under
may be tested both in and outside the United
States.

The prospect of legal challenge to the rule itself is
a certainty in the face of harsh enforcement
measures.  The following legal issues may well
require the weight and light of judicial opinion.

NO OTHER BUSINESS BASES ITS
PRICING ON SUCH A PARADIGM

Rule One appears to create different potential
financial and career options based on an actor’s
native tongue, citizenship and living
arrangements. The end may be laudable but the
means are open to question. The fate of actors
seems to depend on if they speak English, whether
they be American citizens or residents. The price
they must charge and the terms and conditions on
which they must accept work appear to change via
such triggers. Why should a US resident actor
have a different fate under Rule One than a non
resident actor in relation to a foreign production?
Why should US residents working in America not
need approval from their foreign union when the
opposite is true for foreigners who are answerable
to SAG?  Potentially a foreign actor working at
home could face trial in America, a trial he or she
may not be able to financially answer due to cost.
Rule One makes foreign resident actors more
attractive to non-SAG signatory producers than
US resident actors. 
Foreign producers also would seem to have a case,
as why do they have to become signatories to a US
union while staying within their own borders? Why
is it that they are effectively discriminated against

financially through adverse terms and conditions
based purely on the nature of the talent they hire
and potentially the nature of their production? 
All producers seem to face a prospect where based
purely on the nature of their production, its origin,
financing, location and target market, they face
different costs and requirements. 
No other business could base it’s pricing on such a
paradigm. The net economic impact appears to
discriminate in favor of foreign producers making
local films with local talent and then discriminate
against them in relation to international films
needing US resident member talent. Such
artificiality would seem to run foul of
discrimination laws in many countries including
America.  

SHOULD UNION POWER EXTEND
BEYOND NATIONAL BORDERS

A union can not create bylaws that are ultra vires
(outside of) the powers contained in its charter.
The question in issue is whether a local union can
attempt to extend its power outside the sovereignty
of the United States. SAG appears to be
attempting to do something that no State or
Federal Government can do. The Federal power to
extend US law outside the United States is a hot
button issue in international relations post 9/11.
Just because under US internal legal jurisdiction a
body may be acting legally this does not mean
those acts will get judicial recognition in another
sovereign country.
Rule One raises the issue of whether or not
under some jurisdictions’ tax and business
laws, SAG is carrying on trade or business in
that country? It would also be open to question
as to whether such activities outside the US are
able to be perpetrated without a legal status in a
foreign jurisdiction? Further under what legal
form would or could SAG adopt when
operating overseas?  If SAG is indeed operating
extra territorially then there is the issue of
whether it is actually allowed to usurp a local
union in relation to the activities of dual
members and even local members. It may well

be acceptable in relation to US domiciled
members who work overseas temporarily for
US employers. In relation to a foreign nation
worker who is also a SAG member but not US
resident the matter appears open to question.
Foreign producers argue that in hiring their own
nation’s residents who are dual SAG members
and or dual citizens they are being effectively
forced into becoming SAG compliant. They
must establish the status of a SAG actor to see
if they are at risk of being required to be a SAG
signatory. Global Rule One appears to impact
on their ability to make films in their own
nation despite them not hiring US  resident
performers and not even making films in
America. One can only imagine if a foreign
nation’s equal of SAG attempted to penalize
American workers in such circumstance what
legal challenges would flow?

The nature of Global Rule One opens the
question of whether the union dues it is earning
from dual non-residents are derived from
activities in America or outside America. If it
expels a dual member could such an act then be
subject to jurisdiction of a foreign court.
Failure to specify what penalties apply for
dual members who act in breach of Rule One
may be terminal in such a court. A SAG
expulsion order has to be based on the
principles of natural justice and a foreign
court may require adequate notice by the
union of the penalties in all circumstances.
Failure to adequately spell out what breaches
may attract what penalties may be terminal to
the enforcement of this bylaw in some
circumstances. 

Scooby Doo - Shot in Australia
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THE ISSUE OF TRADE PRACTICES
&TRADE BARRIERS

Global Rule One it may be argued has the
potential to discriminate in a number of situations
against producers and members alike. A waiver for
dual members appearing in their country of origin
productions in a non English speaking film
appears automatic. If this is so why then in
identical circumstances should not a waiver flow
for an English speaking film? Why should a
foreign producer become a SAG signatory while
working in their own country with their own
nationals who are SAG members but are not US
residents or citizens? This appears to favor those
who are already signatories in the US and who get
the benefits of home production in relation to
ability to hire US talent. The point in issue is that
Rule One potentially reflects US cost structures
applicable to the US market into foreign markets
that do not have the ability to pay and remain
viable. The economic impact of such unequal
financial implication based on national origin or
language appear  open to attack. The grounds
range from questions of unfair trade practices,
creation of trade barriers, anti trust and tort. The
union no doubt has solid legal and economic basis
for Global Rule One. This does not mean that it
will avoid attack by foreign producers or
members.

CHALLENGING THE RUNAWAY
PRECONCEPTION

The Fat Cat American producer concept has
influenced much runaway production thinking.
Big shot producers who come to town to be
plucked are an industry legend. The theory is that
as a fat cat runaway producer they should pay the
full fare and more.  For talent this means paying
SAG rates that apply in the US to SAG members
and foreign non SAG actors.

The problem is that today many producers are
neither fat cats nor American. There are several
new styles of productions being made and none it
is submitted, should be subject to the full SAG
rates and signatory compliance.
Pre Rule One big budget films such as The
Matrix (a SAG film despite being a foreign
shoot) agreed through local unions to pay local
union members SAG rates despite not being
SAG members.

WHAT IS TERMED LOCAL
PRODUCTIONS

Local productions are by definition, locally
developed and locally financed. There is a great
growth in many jurisdictions of local productions
that are more viable due to the green light powers
of local actors who are world recognized. Such
actor’s are often dual SAG members and
sometimes return home to make a film under their
own union’s jurisdiction. SAG really does not
need to enforce Rule One in these situations.
These were not ever by any known definition,
runaway productions. Attempts to do so will lead
to ridicule and legal action. Local films, locally
funded with local actors do not need the extra
costs, time and hassle of seeking SAG approval.
Producers will simply not hire local SAG
members or will seek to use their own legal system
to give SAG a clear indication of where its
sovereignty ends.
The bottom line is that SAG needs to grant
automatic waivers for all such productions as
failure to do so will cost dual members jobs and
worse discourage dual membership.
US resident SAG actors should in relation to such
productions be granted waivers. An American
appearing in a locally developed, locally financed
production featuring local talent should be granted
an automatic waiver.

WHAT IS TERMED INTERNATIONAL CO.
PRODUCTION / CO-FINANCED FILMS

Today many films are significantly financed
outside the US by way of international pre-s ales,
foreign equity, tax shelters and joint venture debt
and equity. Such films are in essence lean, mean
and by necessity a complex jigsaw puzzle of
international finance. They may have some US
money they may even have been originally US
developed projects, however they are in reality not
runaway productions in any sense of the word. 
Many films that have been used and counted in
evidence of such a trend are in fact not runaway
productions. How can a production runaway when
it never had a home in the first place?  In truth they
are films that only happened because they were
financed in this manner and at a cut price. A
complex number of trade offs made them possible.
Most such productions would never have been
made in the US market as it stands today. The
nature of finance barred this possibility. In essence
a runaway is a film that may normally happen in
US not one that would never happen. 
Almost all co production/ co financing projects
need to unlock money via key SAG talent.  If they
use SAG US resident talent they may well run foul
of having to become SAG signatories and paying
full fare for SAG members and potentially
increasing non SAG member costs at the local
level. The result would be that such impacts would
make such films less likely to happen at all. Such

cost increases will not move the production back to
the US as it was barely a “go picture” in the first
place. The most likely result is a decline in such
films due to cost or such films not using SAG US
resident member talent. Either way it is in SAG’s
interest to see such work opportunities remain and a
strong independent film production market is a
major asset. These productions often are the least
able to pay as there are no deep pockets The concept
of residuals merely makes it harder to green light
what is all ready a marginal creature. Every extra
cost and finance hurdle makes financing such films
even harder. Why should passive investors increase
what is already a high risk burden in favor of
foreign talent with no risk position? 

THE QUESTION OF US DEVELOPED V.
US FINANCED FILMS

These are your normal runaway film candidates -
much maligned and likely to face full SAG status
and the likely impact of local unions’ seeking to
impose increased rates due to SAG status. Such
producers may already be SAG signatories.
However the runaway logic does not necessarily fit
all such films nor should it. A much used statistical
fact is the number of US developed films that are
shot overseas. The zero sum equation is that films
developed in the US would normally be made in
the US. This may have been true twenty years ago
but not today. Such logic defies the impact of
foreign investment in overseas film production. 

A better measure may be what US financed films are
shot over seas. Even this is not really a sustainable
measure of runaway production as what money is
truly US sourced is debatable. The point is that much
runaway film hysteria ignores the fact the much
foreign coin has been used to finance runaways. The
zero sum thought that foreign coin should buy US
jobs at home has never been truly assessed. SAG
after careful analysis should waive a number of US
films where if but for foreign money they would not
happen. Failure to do so will be terminal to SAG US
resident member interests in the long term.

THE CRITICAL FACTOR: WAIVER BASIS

SAG will consider waivers on a case by case basis
after careful analysis. Here are some things to
consider in such an analysis.
SAG has indicated it will give waivers to dual
member foreign actors working in their own
countries of origin on non-English speaking films.
The rationale being that such films are not
runaways and of little threat economically. The
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first two categories (local productions and
international co-productions) above should also
get waivers. SAG has no moral imperative or long
term economic gain in either of these situations. 
Foreign developed and financed productions are
just that and if an American resident performer
wishes to work overseas they should not carry
with them the added disincentive of SAG
compliance for a foreign producer. 
International Co production and Co-financed films
are in many cases the work of an independent
producer. These are the acting community’s best
friend, for without them studios would rule
absolutely. Anything that weakens this sector
weakens SAG by reducing long term employment
opportunities. 

The affluentAmerican studio is no longer what it
once was. Today studios are producers of last resort.
Facing higher costs and lower margins they went
international to cover these problems. To lower
foreign currency risk to foreign income they moved
to match economics inherent in a global market. 
If you cannot lower costs by moving production
overseas you reduce the number of films you can
make thereby actually reducing acting jobs.  Rule
One is aimed at reversing this trend and will thereby
increase costs and reduce production numbers. This
will mean a few actors will get more but a greater
number may get nothing. This is a zero sum result.  
Moves by SAG to thwart lower cost jurisdictions
by raising cost inputs may back fire. Such acts are
not for the legitimate protection of US workers in
foreign shores. The purpose is really to penalize
foreign production and create an incentive to move
such production back to the US. Producers who
pay such increased costs are automatically less
viable and will long term create fewer jobs. In the
ultimate end game Rule One if it were harshly
enforced will reduce acting work.  Had it not been
for the runaway and global market phenomena, the
number of productions would have declined due to
rising negative costs of US film productions and
lower profit margins.

THE COLLABORATIVE GAME IN A
ZERO SUM WORLD

Roman emperors often made thumbs up, thumbs
down, life versus death decisions. 
Today it is hard to tell who will live, who will die
and more importantly how most will just survive. 

The power behind Global Rule One comes from
the stated insight that the top 200 SAG performer
members are essential to green light most of the
world’s English speaking film production. By
seizing the crown jewels of the world acting talent,
SAG seeks to use the power of a few to strangle
film’s financing avenues for the good of the many.
Global Rule One in effect is a handbrake on the
ability to finance a picture because without being
a SAG signatory a film may not get up. To trigger
presales you need actors, a lack of status to
contract with them is terminal. Global Rule One in
essence kills foreign film production in that to use
any American resident performer, a producer must
deal with SAG.
The time, cost and the whole concept of being
classed as an employer within the American legal
system despite not carrying on trade or business
within America carries no precedent. In the event
waivers are obtained then matters would appear to
be normal. The as yet unstated and case by case
basis nature of such applications is a potential
minefield of uncertainty. Legal challenge to the
withholding of waivers by class action suits from
foreign producers appears possible. The more
daunting prospect is if there is no waiver how far
SAG agreements usurp local unions in foreign
countries. 
Producer’s now have to contend with the
possibility that hiring just one American SAG
resident actor could result in SAG terms and
conditions spreading to all other non American
resident SAG members on a foreign shoot. Why
would a producer do this when if foreign SAG
members were used the shoot would be outside
Global Rule One? Why if only the American
resident SAG actors received SAG contracts
would it be fair to discriminate against the other
foreign SAG actors simply due to country of
primary residence?   Does hiring in such a
circumstance (via cooperation agreements
between SAG and local unions) result in SAG
terms and conditions being paid to foreign workers
in their own country despite not being SAG
members. Is such a result legal?  Where in today’s
world can anyone charge a customer based on
tongue, citizenship, residency or national origin of

either the customer or some of their employees.
The implication is that SAG really wants to make
it so that American residents must work in
America. The price of working outside the US is
not just that the worker involved gets American
terms and conditions but those who are not
normally entitled to do so may get them as well.
Global Rule One is the ultimate poison pill
defense to the issue of runaway film production.
American producers also seem to be favored.
Those who are SAG signatories are better placed
to hire American talent than potential foreign
employers who are not.
The deeper import of Rule One is that in the event
of another actors strike there will be less places to
run.  As in all high stakes games, heavy wins mean
potentially heavy losses. SAG’s strategy in
essence is to use the few to create a positive result
for the many as well as the few. It is a classic green
mail strategy, and just as in a take-over battle via a
proxy fight the solution is often the problem. The
few may cease to be on the SAG team in which
case the gun to the head threat ceases to be of
much import. The few may be recreated outside of
SAG via the development of a strong foreign
union that is non SAG. The few if they are losing
jobs or facing adverse circumstances in financial
terms may well not see the merit in the strategy
which short term hurts them before others. 

The world’s top actors do not take kindly to
conformist behavioral requirements of any kind.
In a volatile time where anything may happen the
situation is rife with potential for anti union
outcomes if such matters are not contained.
The top 200 earners in SAG members are not rank
and file workers as they earn over $100,000 pa.
They know how hard it is to finance a film. If over
time the process and the number of films
worldwide goes into decline due to a combination

Last Call from Showtime, part of the Viacom Group, it is one of the many LA-Based companies that, on
the logistics of a picture by pictures basis, cost-effectively uses Canada for production shoots.
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of unworkable waiver processes and cost, then
such talent may well vote with their feet. If you are
not getting work off shore purely due to your
residency then the decision would appear a
forgone conclusion.  A Gladiator would find fertile
ground in such a climate. 

THE  REAL & PRESENT
DANGER OF THE NON ACTOR

The recent times have seen the decline of the
Hollywood musical and the growth of animation
films as musical vehicles. Music videos have also
seen this trend and it appears to be in full gear. The
advent of reality TV shows and in the future
interactive reality television are the precursor of
the devaluing of professional acting talent. The
threat of a virtual actor being the number one box
office star looms as it is predicted to happen by the
year 2016. 

Already the world of film finance has seen
rescaling of budgets by use of only one or two
name stars and low above the line talent formulas
to keep budgets lean. Liberal use of new talent,
low cost cameo appearances and foreign actors are
set to continue as ways to reduce production costs.
Under Global Rule One a producer will have even
more incentive to use lean above-the-line budget
formulae. New financing models, not so talent
orientated, that originate finance toward high

concept, tax shelter or foreign money will be used
to mitigate Rule One head on.

RUNAWAY PRODUCTION OR RUNAWAY
TALENT ZERO SUM GAME

THE FOLLOWING OUTCOMES ARE
POSSIBLE AND REFLECT THE OBVIOUS.

Foreign actors will revolt if they see their
countries losing work back to the US. Foreign
SAG members not resident in the United States
will be very much in demand. US resident SAG
members will seek to not be US residents. US
producers will increase the value and quality of
runaway talent by green lighting them in even
more projects.
Foreign unions may see even more run away film

business on their door step. A classic divide and
conquer strategy if ever there was one. SAG
already has foreseen such a threat and is
attempting to cover it in advance by alliances with
such unions. Will foreign unions continue to
collaborate in the demise of their own members in
the face of adverse consequences from a flow of
productions going back home to America? Many
of the top 200 in the SAG list are foreign talent
including many top box office performers. Such
performers often do not come to America other
than for press junkets and now may never come. 
SAG risks turning a runaway film problem into a
runaway talent problem. For SAG and producers
alike this is a zero sum result where both must
lose.
Producers may accelerate runaway film
production to offset and lower costs in a trade off
for those films they do shoot at higher costs due to
Rule One.
Independent film production that is foreign
sourced will find it difficult to hire SAG American
resident performers. The waiver process adds to

costs and risks and makes a presale more difficult.
Even if they meet SAG terms long term viability is
reduced as they are hobbled by facing increased
costs not related to their own country. Death of this
sector which includes some of the world’s top
talents’ own production entities, only strengthens
SAG’s main protagonist, the studios. A vibrant
worldwide independent film industry keeps the
studio set honest and in check in both financial and
creative terms. Growth of such players via a
relaxed waiver policy is SAG’s best defence
against the bigger players.

PLAYING A COLLORBATIVE GAME FOR
ALL BY THE RULES OF A BEAUTIFUL

MIND

SAG to its credit is more moderate in its tone in
statements relating to Rule One in practice. This
may be the most effective economic and political
strategy available to SAG. The real impact of Rule
One via such an approach will not lead to
unmanageable cost increases and reduced
production levels. In a delicate balance it may halt
true runaway production, keeping the number of
such productions reflective of the finance they
represent, increasing jobs at home. This increases
SAG performer remuneration and jobs overseas
(for both resident and non resident American
performers alike) via a sustainable cooperation
with foreign unions. Denial of waivers to only
genuine US runaway films in the ilk of big budget
studio pictures that are likely to be SAG anyway,
limits the damage from increased and unfair costs
being placed on undeserving productions. The
easier it is to get waivers the easier SAG will find
acceptance of its core goal which is to spread its
message and better the lot of its US based workers.
SAG needs foreign unions to administer and help
enforce its rules. 

By use of a collaborative game approach SAG
will achieve the most optimal outcome for all.
The more it moves toward a zero sum game that
attempts to move jobs back to the US by
increasing foreign costs, the more adverse
overall industry economics become and the
more questionable the benefits to members
become. 
The problem here is to know the truth when it
can not easily be seen. There is little doubt that
runaway productions have expanded rapidly.

As Global Rule One goes into practical effect, who will have the courage of MAXIMUS?
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On zero sum logic jobs overseas are in essence
not jobs held by US workers. The problem is
that this it is not a zero sum world. Rather a
complex intra connected one where global
economics are not zero sum but are the product
of many collaborative game strategies. Those in
the world of film finance have an approximate
handle on the nature of the game. They know
that eight out of ten films made in the US do not
recover negative cost via domestic box office.
As a result the global market place is essential
to make Hollywood viable. 
There is no way back to a large US production
market until US domestic production costs fall
relative to other jurisdictions. This requires a
lower US dollar, US tax incentives and access
to soft coin. While overseas jurisdictions offer
cost savings, tax incentives and soft financing
options, productions will remain overseas. The
market reality is that to survive Hollywood uses
its foreign market to cover its foreign
denominated currency risk and cost inputs. 

Hollywood’s ability to produce films comes
from cheap foreign money be it via tax
incentives, tax shelter equity, gap equity or co
financing opportunities. Hollywood has to
access such funds to sustain overall production
ability. The price of such capital often requires
that production must be centered overseas. In
short by making films overseas with cheap
capital Hollywood enhances and sustains its
ability to make films at home. Indeed with out
this money many films would not have been
made whether in America or else where. The
concept of US developed films being portrayed
as runaways is an often quoted but inaccurate
measure. A more accurate measure is the source
of capital used to finance a film. A film cannot
be runaway if by definition it never had a home
to runaway from. Development is not a prime
determinant. The real determinant is source of
capital. Estimates have determined that over
20% of Hollywood’s money in recent years has
come from Germany alone. The concept of
cheap foreign money lowering overall cost of
capital and expanding overall capital resources
has been missed in the debate. Lower capital
costs with better risk positions in respect to
production increase profit margins. Financial
health ensures more productions not less. A
more free flowing market could provide more
SAG work rather than less. 
Production leverage is what counts - that is the
ratio of average negative cost into average
capital resources available.  The production

leverage ratio determines how many films can
be made. Anything that increases the average
negative cost of films and or reduces the capital
resource base available adversely impacts this
ratio. The more Rule One impacts costs while
also reducing the capital base the more
production will decline. Runaway production
may well have meant more jobs and economic
benefits than otherwise would be the case. Such
a thought is no doubt heresy to SAG. The
economic fiction is rather that the US has lost
net jobs and economic benefits due to
globalization of the US film industry. 
Hollywood picked the world’s capital markets
clean and lowered its cost of funds and made
more films than it otherwise would have.
Economic analysis has been used to point to the
cost of runaway productions to the US economy
and SAG members in particular. Such analysis
on conflicting and incomplete data ignored
reality. The economic reality is that America
benefited from reduced costs of labor and
capital as well as access to foreign capital. A
much ignored number is the increase in film
rentals from foreign distribution which from
1985 to 1999 increased from US$2B to
US$17B. This rise being more impressive than
it already appears due to the US dollar’s
strength, devaluing such revenue over this
period. So while the US lost economic job
benefits to foreign production workers in
foreign countries this was more than offset by
extra revenue from those same countries which
came back into the US film business and
economy. When such impacts are factored in
with foreign capital obtained from these
markets, America won hands down. SAG
should move with care as in a global market
place only an American could pick your pocket
and then blame you for not being richer.
Foreign labor, capital and revenue are all part
and parcel of the global market and are here to
stay.
The relative impact and weight of these factors
requires assessment and such assessment
requires sure data and much insightful analysis.
Where is John Nash when you need him? If ever
there was a need for a great thinker it is surely
now. For SAG every move it makes impacts not
just the players in the game but the name of the
game. Any action no matter how well calculated
or intended carries with it the seed of adversity.
A seed that may well ultimately cost rather that
save US actors work. The real data may well
reveal what many suspect. The glass is half full
not half empty. Hollywood is better off than it
may otherwise have been. A zero sum view is
too simplistic as US acting jobs flowing back
from runaway production countries assumes
endless cheap foreign capital remains available
to Hollywood. To live in such an economic glass
house would guarantee a zero sum result where
all are zero sum losers.

The world has changed and to make
productions viable you require strong multiple
presales in a number of territories. This means
some territories must be used to unlock the
magic of such values. The value must be
enhanced by use of local heroes on-screen. The
day of an American and only American cast is
long dead.
Technology today makes foreign shoots easier as
location becomes less and less a physical barrier.
The ideal of static production locations is
becoming more unlikely every day. These
economic changes impact SAG, foreign unions
and producers everywhere. To develop member
jobs and sustain US domestic levels of
remuneration world wide will require a
collaborative game approach. Draconian
enforcements and responses in a true zero sum
game stlye will reduce the outcome potential of
all.  No winners only multiple losers. How SAG
moves past May 1 and how producers every
where will react hangs in the balance. Major
players in big productions may feel little
difference as they often paid SAG rates to all
overseas anyway. Whether Rule One makes a
ripple or a splash will determine what happens
next.

THE FACE OFF…..

The issues ultimately will depend on who has
the most Beautiful Mind and if things go wrong
then who will have the courage of MAXIMUS
and the insight of John Nash.

The fates of all will no doubt in time be tested
by a few would be gladiators.  Who will call
SAG’S bluff and test Rule One remains to be
seen. It may not require anyone to challenge it
if SAG’s new justice is fair and equitable.
Post May 1, SAG will enjoy its finest hour only
if it can master its part in the magic formulae of
world film finance. The magic requires it to
preserve Hollywood’s access to foreign capital
while preserving internal country cost
structures. The interests of all members require
that those who seek to thwart on shore
agreements should be made to meet their
obligations. 
SAG will be fighting in its last stand to the
extent it uses Rule One to reduce offshore work
by inappropriate spreading of US talent costs to
non-US markets and citizens. Any attempt to
force productions back home thereby cutting of
access to cheap foreign money will lead to
predictable outcomes.

The easier it is to get waivers, 

the easier SAG will 

find acceptance of its core goal, 

which is to spread its message

by making films overseas 

with cheap capital 

Hollywood enhances and 

sustains its ability 

to make films at home

FEATURE ANALYSIS SAG GLOBAL RULE ONE - CANNES 2002
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Technology is helping a number of organizations,
accomplish their geopolitical aims.  A coalition of
human rights and immigrant/refugee organizations
has announced the launch a ground breaking multi-
state videoconferencing network. Groups addressing
immigrant and refugee issues have begun using
advanced 2-way video technology in their day-to-
day operations. Through Project DIANE
(Diversified Information and Assistance Network),
human rights organizations are being equipped and
trained on the use of videoconferencing technology
as a means to collaborate with each other and with
mainstream partners.
Organizations equipped with their own
videoconferencing capabilities include the
Nashville New American Coalition; Kurdish
Human Rights Watch; Metro Nashville Refugee
Services; Migration Policy Institute (Washington,
DC); Coalition of African, Asian, European &
Latino Immigrants of Illinois (CAAELII);
Nashville’s Adult English-as-a-Second Language
(ESL) centers; Instituto del Progreso Latino
(Chicago, IL); Survivors of Torture International
(SURVIVORS); Project Interwoven Tapestry
(Portland, OR) and others.
The Kurdish Human Rights Watch in Nashville has
been using videoconferencing for several months

already. “As we become more experienced in the
use of this new technology, we continue to discover
new ways to use it to help our people,” says
KHRW Director Tahir Hussain. “The ongoing
video contacts have helped to reduce our isolation
in the community and are allowing us to forge new
bonds with other international support groups and
bring in valuable training resources to our small
staff.” Nashville is home to one of the nation’s
largest Kurdish populations, numbering
approximately 5,000.
“Nashville has experienced dramatic demographic
changes in recent years” according to Garrett
Harper, who directs the Nashville New American
Coalition, a 20-agency initiative aimed at fostering
integration processes. “We are very excited to be
part of this important national technology program
to strengthen bonds and build opportunity.”
Currently 1 in 6 Nashvillians is foreign-born,
comprised of over 70 language groups.
Kathi Anderson, San Diego-based SURVIVORS
executive director, foresees her organization’s
online participation in Project DIANE and use of
videoconferencing as having multiple benefits.
“SURVIVORS intends to use this interactive visual
technology as a way to increase our internal
communication, raise public awareness of torture

victims, share training resources, provide
professional expertise, and generally collaborate
more efficiently among our sister torture treatment
centers.  We are excited about using the technology
with our in-state affiliates and extending our
training programs to parts of the country where
increasing numbers of torture victims and their
families reside.”
Established in 1992, the Diversified Information &
Assistance Network (DIANE) is a nonprofit
consortium of 200+ organizations that use on-site
videoconferencing technology to deliver
cooperative-based interactive electronic programs
for education, community, healthcare and
economic development purposes.
“It is important for Project DIANE to include
organizations that support the growing number of
foreign born,” says Stephen Shao, Project DIANE
director. “There’s a lot of things to learn in order to
work and live in the U.S., for instance, persons can
learn English, become familiar with local laws,
find a job or simply make new friends,” according
to Shao. “While natural and personable,
videoconferencing doesn’t automatically solve the
many problems of living in a new society, it does
provide a very powerful tool for those willing to
help.”

Immigrant & Refugee Human Rights Groups
Use Project Diane Video Network For

Empowerment And Collaboration

Responding to the direction of the
digital wave, Seven major studios
have announced the creation of an
entity to develop technical standards
for digital cinema technology. Initial
plans for the entity include adopting
technical standards that ensure
competing digital exhibition formats
are open, compatible, and
interoperable; establishing
benchmarks to ensure a uniformly
high level of technical performance
and quality control; and considering
strategies to spur deployment of
digital exhibition systems in movie
theaters nationwide.
In a joint statement, the studios said,
“We strongly believe that digital
film exhibition will significantly
improve the movie-going
experience for the public. Digital
technology guarantees that all
patrons can enjoy the highest-
quality film experience regardless of
the venue or whether they are
attending the first showing of a film
or the fiftieth.
“In order to bring the benefits of this
technology to the public on a large
scale basis, there needs to be
industry-wide standards so that

movie producers, exhibitors, and
equipment manufacturers can be
confident that their products and
services are interoperable and
compatible with the products and
services of all industry participants.”
The benefits of Digital movies is
that they retain very high image and
audio quality throughout a theatrical
run. Digital exhibition also
improves the efficiencies of
distribution to theaters using
satellite links, fiber optic networks,
or DVD-ROM to deliver feature
films securely and cost-effectively.
A small, dedicated management
team for the venture is expected to
be announced within the next few
months.
Currently out of a potential of
150,000 screens in North America,
South America, Australia, Europe
and Asia, there are only
approximately 50 cinema-grade
digital projection systems.
Nonetheless, to date 35 films from
13 distributors have been presented
in the digital format to more than 4
million moviegoers, with additional
movies being released by
distributors on an ongoing basis.

Seven Major Studios Make
Move On Digital Cinema
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Merger Of Israeli Cable
Operators in Motion

In a move that could revoluntionilse
the abilility of independent producers
of content to reach the public directly.
SES AMERICOM, Inc., an SES
GLOBAL Company (Luxembourg
Stock Exchange: SESG; Frankfurt
Stock Exchange: SDSL),   announced
an initiative to bring new television
and broadband Internet services to
the American public. The company
has filed with the FCC a petition to
allow it to offer to US television
program owners and consumers a
new satellite platform, through which
any programmer or content creator
could provide satellite television
services directly to the public.
Dean Olmstead, President and CEO
of SES AMERICOM, at the Satellite
Entertainment 2002 conference in
Monterey, California, said: “These
television services will be provided
via a new satellite that we intend to
launch into the 105.5(degree) West
Longitude orbital slot. Another new
SES AMERICOM satellite, at the
adjacent 105(degree) West Longitude
slot, will enable us to provide high-
speed broadband connections to U.S.
residences. All of these services – TV

and broadband -- will be available to
U.S. consumers who purchase a
single, small satellite dish and related
equipment, into which the latest two-
way digital technologies will have
been incorporated.”
SES AMERICOM intends to offer the
new platform, named
“AMERICOM2Home(SM)”, using a
license granted to its affiliate by the
Government of Gibraltar, relating to
an orbital location over the United
States at 105.5(degree) West
Longitude This “slot” falls directly
between orbital positions used by
DirecTV and EchoStar at 101(degree)
and 110(degree), respectively. Both
AMERICOM2Home and the existing
satellites use frequencies in the 12.2-
12.7 GHz range, which is set aside
internationally for direct broadcasting
to the home. SES AMERICOM also
holds FCC licenses for both Ku-band
and Ka-band satellites at the
105(degree) West Longitude location.
Olmstead explained that the new
AMERICOM2Home system will be
different from the current satellite
television services offered by
EchoStar and DirecTV. Unlike these

providers, SES AMERICOM itself
will not offer any retail services to
consumers. Instead, Olmstead
explained, “we will create a best-in-
class DBS satellite platform, on
which we expect a wide variety of
content providers -- large and small,
established and start-up, mass market
and niche, advertising-supported and
pay-per-view -- will lease capacity in
order to offer their programs and
interactive entertainment directly to
American consumers.”
This open DBS platform approach is
modeled on the success of SES
AMERICOM’s sister company in
Europe, SES ASTRA (SES
GLOBAL’s European satellite
operating company), which operates
12 DBS satellites on which
broadcasters and content owners
provide numerous “free-to-air,” pay
television, and broadband offerings
directly to residences throughout
Europe. In Europe, the programmers
manage the on-going relationship
with the end viewer (offerings,
subscription plans, billing, etc.),
while SES ASTRA provides the
satellite capacity, services and

general marketing support.
SES AMERICOM expects the
AMERICOM2Home system to
encompass multiple satellites at the
105(degree)/105.5(degree) W.L.
orbital slot, creating a satellite
“neighborhood” at that location. “We
should be able to offer both television
programmers and Internet service
providers a range of satellite service
options at the
105(degree)/105.5(degree) location,”
Olmstead said. “No one in the U.S.
market has ever been able to offer the
flexible and unique configurations of
satellites in one ‘neighborhood’ that
we will make available to our
customers.”
Assuming prompt FCC approval of
the company’s petition, the
AMERICOM2Home system could
be in operation as early as 2004. In
the intervening period, the company
expects to develop its plans in more
detail through discussions with a
wide range of television
programmers, broadcasters, Internet
service providers, satellite
equipment manufacturers, and
others.

SES Americom Files Petition For New 
Satellite Television & Internet Platform

Matav-Cable Systems Media Ltd.
(Nasdaq: MATV) announced that the
Israeli Anti-trust Director General
has issued an approval for the merger
of the three Israeli Cable operators.
The result of the expected merger
will be a nationwide cable television
provider with approximately
1,150,000 subscribers. At the time of
going to press the merger is still
subject to certain consents and other
regulatory approvals.
The Anti-trust Approval provides
that the merged entity will conduct
its activities through two separate
companies, a broadcasting company
and a cable infrastructure company,
both under the same control.
Matav anticipates that the Israeli
Minister of Communications will set
rates for usage of the merged entity’s
infrastructure by third parties. 
In addition, the Approval provides
that the new infrastructure company
will allow usage of its cable

infrastructure by other broadcasting
license holders at terms that are not
inferior to those offered to the
broadcasting company.  That the new
broadcasting company will be
allowed to own not more than two
channels in the basic package (family
channel and movie channel).  That the
merged cable infrastructure company
will offer local fixed telephony
services within two years; and that
the merged company will provide a
USD 15 million bank guarantee in
order to ensure compliance with the
terms of the Merger Approval.
Matav is one of Israel’s three cable
television providers, serving roughly
25 percent of the population.
Currently, Matav’s investments
include 15 percent of Partner
Communications Ltd., a GSM
mobile phone company and 10
percent of Barak Ltd., one of the
three providers of international long
distance telephony calls.
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Sonodi the subtitling company
based in Paris has acquired the TM
SYSTEMS, the digital solution to
language translation, dubbing and
subtitling from the Miami based
company. 
“With the growing trend of satellite
and cable channels throughout
France, our new customers are
developing hybrid projects
requiring both dubbing and
subtitling,” Karim Habib, of Sonodi
Studios, explained. “We decided to
stop subcontracting to outside labs
and to acquire the subtitling
technology ourselves. We needed a
system that was easy to learn and
extremely effective. Sonodi is
looking to enter the subtitling realm
for the first time, and with the state
of the art TM SYSTEMS subtitling
technology we know that we will
get a jump on our Paris-based
colleagues immediately,” Karim
Habib continued. “I first saw the
TM SYSTEMS software
demonstration at MIPCOM, last

October”, he added, “and knew then
that this is what Sonodi had been
looking for, the system is fast,
accurate and efficient, and we are
thrilled to be the “first” in Paris to
own the revolutionary language
localization system.” Sonodi
Studios currently consists of 9
sound studios, with dubbing
capabilities in every technical
format and three video editing
suites.
The company also provides ISDN
audio transmission services
worldwide.  Sonodi’s team has
provided French dubbing for
several international box office hits
including: Titanic, Harry Potter and
Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
and for many major TV series such
as South Park, The Simpsons, ER
and The West Wing.
TM SYSTEMS is headquartered in
Miami Beach, Florida 33139, with
offices and service centers in
Caracas, Venezuela; Sao Paulo,
Brazil and Asia.

TM Systems Installs
First French System

At Sonodi
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A P R I L
MARCH 29 - APRIL 21, 2002
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.   Blade II 11,660,097 4 345/347/348/326 10,594/5,522/3,443/2,142

2.   Ice Age 11,279,042 4(5) 423/432/447/442 5,178/4,327/3,048/2,050

3.   Crossroads 7,801,590 4 373/375/373/350 4,344/3,227/2,109/1,376

4.   Ali G IndaHouse 7,307,186 4(5) 395/389/317/237 5,543/3,133/2,182/1,489

5.   Bend It Like Beckham 6,613,630 2 384/386 7,490/6,453

6.   Return To Neverland 3,381,058 4(5) 370/360/351/335 1,211/1,641/1,551/1,359

7.   The Scorpion King 2,331,106 1 408 5,713

8.   Jimmy Neutron 2,058,027 4(5) 385/370/328/284 908/958/773/601

9.   Queen Of The Damned 1,701,249 2 273/273 3,218/1,624

10. K-PAX 1,674,446 2 280/278 2,911/1,696

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period March 29 - April 21, 2002. By showing the

per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Bend It Like Beckham was taking more per screen on fewer screens than The

Scorpion King or that Ice Age had a higher screen average on fewer screens after five weeks of release than K-PAX after two.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

THE SCORPION
KING

THE SCORPION
KING

A P R I L

Entire contents copyright © 2002 Elspeth Tavares. All Rights Reserved.



Indignation is certainly one of our noblest
feelings, a supplement of the soul that aims
to slow down the demise of civilization.

However, as a result of that feeling of
outrageousness, how many of us would actually
decide to undertake any action? When one
thinks in the pure context of film, and
filmmakers, There are only a few, audacious
individual who strive to demonstrate through
their craft an echo of  meaning, who find their
own mission and  open our eyes, by using the
most potent channel: the image.
Patrice Pooyard one of the few with this
breadth and vision, has been working on a
number of  projects, including his most
stalwart film project  temporarly titled  “Who
wants to be a star.” Pooyard has a curious and
facetious mind, freed from the blinding
mirages of civilization, which gather the
precious fruits of  recollections and  later
digests them  in the form of movie scripts.
Pooyard’s  tireless quest for knowledge, takes
him on many journeys  to the  library  across
the street from where he resides featuring
famous prophetic novelists such as Aldous
Huxley, Charles Fort, Gunther Schwab or
Edgar Cayce.  The culmination of his talent
and vision beyond his 30 years can be found in
the ambitious and atypical film, ‘Who wants to
be a star’ recently edited.

The movie industry has, on many
occasions, attempted to speculate on the
future of our society. Twenty years ago, a

brilliant French director, Yves Boisset, proposed
his own version of our “brave new world,” in
“Le prix du danger” (a film which was then
disappointedly re-enacted in another movie with
Arnold Schwarzenegger - “Running man”) 

“Who wants to be a star?” is a corrosive portrait
of how reality TV shows are led by the greed of
advertisers - eight candidates immersed behind
closed doors, discover the value of their life by
risking… their own. Painful lessons for these
souls misled in a TV game show in the  quest
for the famous fifteen minutes of fame
promised by Andy Warhol. 

Patrice Pooyard, who is both the writer and
director of this disturbing film, possesses
a fascinating “depth of field” that he

expresses through a perfectly balanced
Trinatarian vision: entertain, educate, prompt us
to reflect.  Not a moralizer, nor a teacher, this
author delivers us his actors as if they were to be
fed to us, yet, without imposing nor suggesting
any standard answer -  simply  maybe giving us
a blush on the cheek as a subtle reminder that we
have just been slapped on the face. Pooyard  has
mastered the portrayal of a brilliant stylistic
composition which is the real impetus of the
images as well as the merciless digression to the
format of the television shows of the future. The
images click and the tension increases as new
candidates are being eliminated.  Furthermore
this tension seems to have almost been
rigorously regulated throughout the movie in an
elliptic style that both conveys and perpetrates
the sense of fear, death and emptiness. “A
manhunt taking place in the middle of
downtown Paris…What is on the other
channels? The grand finale of Rollerball or, your
favourite TV show…” In summary, as the
French movie landscape emerges, a name to be
look out for, Patrice Pooyard. A film to be
discovered: “Who wants to be a star?” 
…Who Wants to be a Star is currently seeking
US distribution. 

The subject of this film review: writer and director, Patrice Pooyard and the writer of this piece, Olivier Krasker Rosen, both belong to a new wave of
individuals in the creative fields, not afraid to stamp their own highly unique and individual style on a society steeped in mediocrity and conformity of thinking.
Determined to imprint their own avant-garde style of how society views itself from the media, to pertinent social issues, they take from  tradition, observe
the New Age and deliver their perspective. Always pushing the envelope of innovation itself, The Business of Film appaulds this new  vanguard  of
individual thinking, and hopes that this new initiative will  find a window of opportunity to challenge the media’s portrayal of the ‘conceived establishment.’

EMERGING DIRECTORS

How many goodly creatures
are there here!

How beauteous mankind is! 
O brave new world!

That has such people in’t!
- W. Shakespeare (Tempest, V, 1)

Patrice Pooyard

Contestants wait in the shadows of Who Wants To Be A Star
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